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Chapter 2Sustainable innovation2.1 IntrodutionThe introdutory hapter presented the theoretial underpinnings of this researh,introduing the onepts of knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of know-ledge, together omprising the aggregate onept of sustainable innovation. How-ever, the link between knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge,and sustainable innovation only was disussed briey. In this hapter, we �rm theonept of sustainable innovation. We start with a disussion on the onept it-self in terms of its omponents sustainability and innovation. From this initialdisussion, the link between sustainable innovation, and knowledge of sustainabi-lity and sustainability of knowledge is disussed in greater detail, speifying theirinterrelationship.A de�nition of sustainable innovation is not easily given, let alone a spei�-ation of the tasks individuals perform within. Either sustainable innovation isformulated in other unde�ned terms (MElroy, 2003). Or, sustainability and in-novation are treated as separate onepts and are not ombined (Haugen, 2000).On top of this, both sustainability and innovation are omplex onepts, makingit diÆult to de�ne them.The onept of sustainable innovation, in addition to being omprised of know-ledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge, is an aggregate of the twounderlying onepts of sustainability and innovation. However, pereiving sustain-able innovation as the aggregate of sustainability and innovation does not equalsustainable innovation to the sum of its parts. Instead, we argue that the aggre-gation of sustainability and innovation into sustainable innovation inludes morethan a simple summation, espeially when sustainable innovation is investigatedfrom a knowledge perspetive. The attribution of sustainability to the onept ofinnovation, extends the innovation onept, whereby the onepts of knowledgeof sustainability and sustainability of knowledge have a entral position. Insteadof just bringing forth a tehnial or tehnologial novelty, sustainable innovationmoreover depits a proess of extensive knowledge proessing and learning. Ouridea originates from insights gained from the underlying onepts of innovationand sustainability. Therefore, before we start to disuss sustainable innovation in29



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationdetail, the underlying onepts of innovation and sustainability are presented.In setion 2.2, the onept of innovation is addressed. We derive a de�ni-tion of the onept of innovation, and innovation proess from available literature.Next, a spei�ation of the innovation proess is provided. In priniple, we re-quire a desription of the tasks individuals perform within the innovation proess.A model of the innovation proess would suÆe. However, within organisationalresearh, innovation has been investigated from three di�erent perspetives, rep-resenting three di�erent levels of analysis: individual, group, and proess (Brown& Eisenhardt, 1995). Hene, not all models of innovation are suitable for ourpurpose. Innovation undeniably has a tehnial and tehnologial onnotation.Yet, innovation always involves humans. Therefore, we provide a spei�ation ofthe innovation proess in terms of an individual's tasks. Models at the group andproess level are used to speify the ontext of the individuals' tasks.Similar to innovation, most initiatives approah the issue of sustainability froma tehnial or tehnologial perspetive. In ontrast, we argue that sustainabilitymoreover is a matter of human behaviour and human knowledge proessing. Se-tion 2.3 disusses the onept of sustainability from an organisational perspetive.Organisations' new hallenge is to deal with the omplex issue of sustainability.However, the onfusion surrounding `sustainability' hinders its implementation.We formulated a framework onsisting of three aspets to analyse the oneptualdevelopments that underlie `sustainability': the artefat (`what'), goal orientation(`relative versus absolute'), and (behavioural) interation (`stati versus dynami').The study of oneptual foundations underpins the framework. Contributions inboth the theoretial (de�nitions) and the pratial (indiators) sphere are analysed.The disussion about sustainability takes plae in �rms. Therefore, organisationaldevelopments are used as a referene timeline. Based on observations and anal-yses, setion 2.3 suggests a new ourse for the sustainability disussion and itsimpliations for the organisational ontext: a knowledge approah foussing ontranspareny and dialogue. This knowledge approah also implies that the em-phasis in the sustainability disussion is hanging from a merely environmental toan organisational and soietal perspetive.Based on the spei�ations and harateristis of innovation and sustainabilitydrawn in setions 2.2 and 2.3, we �nish this hapter with a disussion on the aggre-gate onept of sustainable innovation in setion 2.4. As indiated above, so far thedisussion on sustainable innovation has been onfusing. Additionally, as was thease with innovation and sustainability, sustainable innovation is often treated asa tehnologial issue. For instane, the Tehnology Foundation STW published areport, summarising fourteen tehnology entred researh projets onerning sus-tainable innovation (STW, 2004). It disusses tehnologial solutions that rangefrom the removal of nitrogen from waste water by means of bateria until theenvironmentally friendly prodution of eletriity through fuel ells. In ontrast,we pereive sustainable innovation as a matter of human behaviour and humandeision making. Knowledge and knowledge proesses are seen as determinants forsustainable innovation (a position we largely base on the work of MElroy, 2003),in whih knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge are the en-tral onepts. Therefore, setion 2.4 presents the impliations of attributing thesustainability onept to the proess of innovation, from a knowledge perspetive.30



2.2. Innovation2.2 InnovationInnovation is a diÆult to grasp onept. The magnitude of phenomena that havebeen labelled with the term innovation might lead one to belief that innovation hasreahed the status of a ontainer onept. On the ontrary, innovation, if de�ned,is a usable and useful onept.A ommon sense approah to the term innovation is to use it to refer to newlyreated, tangible things. An example is the d-player, whih in the 1980s was anew means to play musi at home. Vinyl reords and musi assettes were replaedby an alternative that tremendously improved sound quality. From this example,the ommon understanding of the innovation onept is easily understood.The above-mentioned ommon sense approah to innovation only lassi�es newonsumer goods as innovation. However, innovation omprises muh more thanjust the reation of new onsumer produts. For instane, innovation also meansthat organisations seek to improve their internal proesses (e.g. Buijs, 1987; Tidd,Bessant, & Pavitt, 1997; Waalkens, 2006). Hene, a more elaborate de�nition ofinnovation is required that is both general enough to over all aspets of explorationand yet does not lose preision.In this setion, we provide the spei�ation of the innovation proess that isused in this thesis. First, we disuss di�erent de�nitions of innovation and usethese to onstrut the de�nition of innovation that is used in this researh, andthat �ts the hosen system perspetive. Seond, the innovation onept is brokenup into its parts, in order to speify how innovations are build up and what taskspeople perform within. The latter is required to make the onnetion with intendedsupport for making deisions (see hapter 3).2.2.1 De�nitions: an overviewMany de�nitions of innovation already exist, formulated from di�erent perspe-tives. Shumpeter, who is generally regarded as the person who brought the terminnovation into the ontext of eonomy and organisations, de�ned innovation asthe \doing things di�erently in the realm of eonomi life" (Shumpeter, 1934,p.84). Later, he rephrased innovation as \the doing of new things or the doingof things that are already being done in a new way" (Shumpeter, 1947, p.151).Garia and Calatone de�ne innovation as a \tehnologial development of an in-vention ombined with the market introdution of that invention to end-usersthrough adoption and di�usion" (Garia & Calatone, 2002, p.112). The Organ-isation for Eonomi Co-operation and Development (OECD) de�ne innovationas an \iterative proess initiated by the pereption of a new market and/or newservie opportunity for a tehnology-based invention whih leads to development,prodution, and marketing tasks striving for ommerial suess of invention" (asspei�ed in Garia & Calatone, 2002, p.112). West and Farr (1990) build upon thework of Zaltman, Dunan, and Holbek (1973). West and Farr de�ne innovation asthe \intentional introdution and appliation within a role, group, or organisationof ideas, proesses, produts, or proedures new to the relevant unit of adoption,designed to signi�antly bene�t the individual, the group, organisation, or widersoiety" (West & Farr, 1990, p.9). Nonaka de�nes innovation as \a proess in31



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationwhih the organization reates and de�nes problems and then atively developsnew knowledge to solve them" (Nonaka, 1994, p.14), delaring innovation to be aproess of knowledge reation.From the given overview we onlude that innovation is used to denote bothan observable situation as well as the means to reate that situation: innovationis used to denote a state as well as a proess. Both these distint uses of theterm innovation do not ontradit with this thesis' system perspetive. However,using one term for di�erent phenomena makes the term ambiguous. To overomethis ambiguity, and to avoid further onfusion, here the term innovation denotesa state, whereas the term innovation proess refers to the proess that realisesinnovation as a state. The key terms innovation and innovation proess will beused both throughout this thesis. However, this thesis primary fous is on theinnovation proess.Additionally, the overview shows that innovation stands apart from invention, adistintion that is ommonly made regarding these two losely onneted onepts.Invention refers to the reative proess of reating novelties, whereas innovationonerns the adoption of novelties in an existing environment (Piere & Delbeq,1977). Hene, the invention and innovation onepts are onneted, for inventionpreedes innovation. Another term that is often mentioned in ombination withinnovation is di�usion (for instane Rogers, 1995), indiating the spreading of theuse of an innovation. In this researh, we reognise the interrelationships betweenthe three onepts of invention, innovation, and di�usion, but identify the oneptsto be di�erene from eah other, and only fous on innovation.The provided overview of innovation de�nitions provides a sense of diretionof the onept. However, for our researh they do not provide a suitable de�nitionimmediately. Using the provided de�nitions, a suitable de�nition for our researhis formulated in the next setion.2.2.2 Innovation de�nedBased on the overview of innovation de�nitions provided in the previous setion,we dedue four elements that typify the innovation proess1. First, the innova-tion proess is an intervention that transforms a system's present situation into adi�erent future situation. Seond, the innovation proess realises something newwithin the system; in reating the future situation, the innovation proess addssomething that does not exist to the system's present situation. Third, the innova-tion proess targets to improve a system's existing situation, removing undesirableaspets from the present situation that are pereived as problems as muh as pos-sible. Fourth, beause the innovation proess targets to improve a situation byresolving problems, the innovation proess is onsidered to be intentional.Beause, the innovation proess is a proess that deliberately transforms an ex-isting situation into a new, di�erent, and improved situation in whih somethingnew is introdued, �ve questions are formulated that a de�nition of the innovationproess needs to address. Firstly, beause the innovation proess is intentional, ade�nition should indiate who initiates the proess. Seondly, beause a proessimplies the exeution of ativities, a de�nition should speify who exeutes the1Waalkens (2006, p.41) already reognised three of these harateristis.32



2.2. Innovationproess. Thirdly, beause the innovation proess generates a future situation, ade�nition should speify who bene�ts from or is a�eted by the innovation proess.Fourthly, beause the innovation proess is a proess of transformation, the de�ni-tion should indiate how the transformation is realised. Lastly, beause somethingthat does not exist in the present situation is added within the future situation, ade�nition should speify what is introdued.As an answer to the �ve questions posited above, the innovation proess is de�nedas a proess in whih some unit of initiative intentionally reates and de�nesproblems through the introdution and appliation of a new idea, produt orservie within a unit of adoption, designed to signi�antly bene�t the unit ofadoption, whereby a unit of exeution atively develops (new) knowledge to solvethe reated and de�ned problems. With this de�nition we ombine West and Farr's(1990) and Nonaka's (1994) ideas on innovation. In addition to the de�nition of theinnovation proess, the de�nition of innovation as a state is the future state thatresults from the innovation proess; the future state in whih a new idea, produt,or servie signi�antly bene�ts a unit of adoption, and in whih the intentionallyreated and de�ned problems have been resolved. The drawn up de�nition of theinnovation proess lines up with this thesis' entral notion of arti�ial systems,desribing innovation as a system that is oneptualised, built and used for and byhumans. The de�nition of innovation as a state similarly omplies to our notionof an arti�ial system.The given de�nition of the innovation proess builds on the three onepts ofunit of initiative, unit of adoption, and unit of exeution. They are de�ned as ol-letions of one or more ators, a multi-ator system, that perform di�erent roleswithin the innovation proess. A multi-ator system is a system onsisting of asingular or multiple intelligent ators that together perform the system's intendedfuntion. We argue that urrently, only humans lassify as intelligent ators. Con-erning the olletions of ators, we adopt West and Farr's (1990) subdivision intoindividual, group, organisation, and wider soiety. These olletions denote thevarious levels of aggregation that are related to innovation (see Jorna, 2006b).In innovation proesses, these levels interat with eah other. Knowledge that isdeveloped in innovation proesses, needs to be transferred to multiple individu-als, whereby these levels of aggregation need to be bridged, requiring adequateknowledge management (see hapter 3). Conerning the di�erent roles, the unit ofinitiative has the role of initiating the innovation proess, i.e. the role of identifyingthe initial problem, the unit of adoption the role of adopting the outomes of the in-novation proess, and the unit of exeution the role of performing problem-solvingativities in the innovation proess. Analytially, the three units are postulated asmutually exlusive. In reality the di�erent units will often overlap; e.g. the unit ofinitiative an also be the unit that bene�ts from the outomes of the innovationproess, i.e. the unit of adoption.Our de�nition of the innovation proess provides an answer to the questionsthat have been brought forth in this setion. In the �rst plae it identi�es theinitiator of innovation. Next, the exeutor of innovation is spei�ed. Also, ourde�nition indiates who bene�ts from the innovation. In the fourth plae, it in-diates what means are used to realise the transformation innovation intends to33



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationrealise. Lastly, it identi�es the thing that is introdued in an existing ontext. Inaddition to answering these questions, the various roles that are identi�ed on-erning the innovation proess have been spei�ed. Additionally, the providedde�nition sets innovation apart from the related onepts of invention and di�u-sion.One element only touhed upon lightly, yet heavily inuening the nature of theinnovation proess, is that innovation is an important part of organisational be-haviour (e.g. Marh & Simon, 1958). Typifying organisational behaviour, Marh(1991) states that organisations onstantly balane their resoure alloation be-tween \exploiting old ertainties" and \exploring new possibilities". A distintionhe bases on the work of Shumpeter (1934), Holland (1975), and Kuran (1988).In terms of organisational ativities, most ativities reside at the exploitation endof this ontinuum. EÆieny, ost redution, and smooth task exeution are themain performane riteria of these organisational operations. At the oppositeend, the organisational ativity of innovation is situated; an innovation proess isharaterised by exploration. That is an innovation proess among other thingsimplies searhing for and disovering new possibilities, and experimenting withnovel ideas. Innovation therefore is an unertain undertaking. In order to be ableto support innovation proesses, innovations must eventually go over into ativi-ties of exploitation. In other words, the result of innovation proesses eventuallymust beome a part of an organisation's exploitation proesses, a priniple that isdenoted by the onept of sustainability of knowledge.Positioning innovation in the organisational ontext ends de�ning the innova-tion proess. Now, what innovation is about has been spei�ed. What remainsunspoken is how the funtion of the innovation proess is realised. Therefore, wewill address the omponents that are generally reognised to build up the innova-tion proess and the ativities that are exeuted to make the innovation proessfuntion in the next setion .2.2.3 The inside of innovationIn the previous setion, we have skethed the ontours of the innovation proessas risp as possible. Building upon the provided de�nition, we will now open upthe blak box of innovation and speify its insides.The anatomy of the innovation proess one disovers in the dissetion proess,is largely determined by the level of analysis and the perspetive used. In litera-ture, multiple streams of innovation researh are found, eah using its own level ofanalysis and taking di�erent oneptual perspetives (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1995;Piere & Delbeq, 1977). We researh deision support for individuals' tasks inthe ontext of innovation proesses. Therefore, this researh is positioned in the\disiplined problem solving" stream (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1995). The disi-plined problem solving approah entres around the problem solving proesses ofindividuals who are involved in the innovation proess. Hene, the disiplined pro-blem solving approah aligns with our understanding of innovation. We reogniseBrown and Eisenhardt's argument that the disiplined problem solving approahdoes not reside in a vauum, but is interrelated with other streams of innovation34



2.2. Innovationresearh and hene with other levels of analysis. However, beause these otherstreams and other levels of analysis are outside the sope of our researh, we willnot address these other streams of innovation researh in this thesis.Joining the disiplined problem solving stream, we speify the ore of the inno-vation proess as a proess in whih individuals perform problem solving ativities.We posit an individual as a human information proessing system (Newell & Si-mon, 1972, see also hapter 3); individuals proess available information in orderto meet the objetives of their tasks. Besides a solution for the problem at hand,knowledge is reated through these problem solving ativities. Within the ontextof innovation, problem solving ativities are often explained in terms of reativityor the reative proesses of individuals (Amabile, 1988; Buijs, 1987; Kanter, 1988;Pahl & Beitz, 1996). Aording to Pahl and Beitz (1996, p.50) reativity is alwaysgoal-oriented in innovation proesses. Additionally, they indiate that reativityis a harateristi of a good problem solver. Opposing this point of view, we ar-gue that reativity is a harateristi of the problem-solving proess, and not aharateristi of an individual. However, before we elaborate on reativity, we will�rst look into the proess of problem solving in the realm of the innovation proess.Innovation has for a long time been researhed from an engineering perspetive.As suh, the innovation proess was equalled with the proess of design (e.g. Pahl& Beitz, 1996). Kratzer (2001), who relies on the work of Roberts (1987) andHayes, Steven, Wheelwright, and Clark (1988), reognises two main phases in theinnovation proess: (i) oneptualisation, and (ii) ommerialisation. The on-eptualisation phase entres around the generation of reative ideas and produts.In the ommerialisation phase, these generated ideas are transformed into fullyedged produts. These two phases of innovation onnet losely to the researh &development departments that an be found in many organisations. The researh& development department is onerned with researh, denoting the ativities ofthe oneptualisation phase, and development, whih refers to the ativities ofommerialisation. In addition, individuals who are involved in ativities belong-ing to these two phases, show behaviour that earlier was desribed as divergentand onvergent thinking (following Buijs, 1987, ; also see setion 1.2.3).In terms of task spei�ations, design ativities are lassi�ed as syntheti tasks(Shreiber et al., 2000). Similarly, innovation was regarded only as a proess ofonstrution. However, when innovation is seen as a proess in whih problem-solving tasks are exeuted, the sope is wider. In addition to a design proess, theproess of innovation also inorporates the phases of de�nition and oneptuali-sation of the problem at hand. In other words, the innovation proess onsists ofboth analytial and syntheti tasks (in terms of Shreiber et al., 2000).As indiated in hapter 1, Simon (1977) explained the problem solving proessin terms of the three stages of intelligene, design, and hoie. The subdivisioninto intelligene, design, and hoie provides the skeleton of the problem solvingproess.We address two additional fators that are relevant to our researh. The �rstfator is that not all problem solving proesses are alike. Generally, the distin-tion is made between well-strutured and ill-strutured problems (Newell & Simon,1972) to indiate the di�erenes between problems and onsequently the proesses35



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationthat are intended to solve them. Simon (1973) stipulated six riteria that har-aterise well-strutured problems. First, well-strutured problems have a spei�target riterion. Seond, well-strutured problems have a problem spae in whihthe state of the initial problem, the target state, and all intermediate states anbe represented. Third, well-strutured problems have a problem spae in whihstate transitions an be represented. Fourth, well-strutured problems have oneor more knowledge spaes in whih the deision maker's knowledge an be repre-sented. Fifth, well-strutured problems have a model that reets the real world.And sixth, well-strutured problems require a minimum of omputational e�ort tobe solved. Additionally, Simon de�ned ill-strutured problems as problems thatdo not meet one or more of the riteria of well-struturedness. The amount of ef-fort an individual needs to exerise in order to resolve a problem is determined bythe struturedness of the problem, inuened heavily by the individual's urrentproblem-related knowledge. If the individual possesses knowledge that is applia-ble to the problem at hand, he is expeted to experiene no diÆulties in makinghis deisions; the individual is able to reate a suitable problem spae. Within thisproblem spae, initial, target, and intermediate state an be represented, as wellas the appropriate state transitions. In ontrast, the individual will fail to makea deision when he laks required knowledge. In this ase, the individual needs tolearn and aquire additional knowledge, a priniple we apture in the onept ofsustainability of knowledge (see hapter 1) .The seond fator of innovation that is relevant to our researh is that in orderfor an individual to walk through the three stages of the problem solving proess,knowledge is required to build up the problem spae, determine solution alterna-tives, and �nally onstrut a omplete solution. In eah of the three stages ofthe problem-solving proess, an individual may enounter situations for whih hedoes not possess the neessary knowledge. In ase an individual already possessesthe required knowledge, the problem an be solved instantaneously. Innovationonerns the exploration of new ideas. This implies that knowledge regarding theproblems that are takled is not available a priori to problem-solvers. In otherwords, the problem spae is not known beforehand. Therefore, we lassify innova-tion as a problem-solving ativity that involves ill-strutured problems. In orderto solve the problem at hand, the individual needs to aquire the knowledge hemisses through knowledge reation. We pereive the reation of the neessaryknowledge to be inherent to the problem-solving proess. Hene, we explain theinnovation proess as a proess that requires knowledge as an input, reates newknowledge during the proess, and outputs this new knowledge.So far we have explained the innovation proess in terms of problem-solving ati-vities; it involves a proess of solving presumably ill-strutured problems. Whatremains is the thus far untouhed issue of reativity in relation to the innovationproess. Many report reativity to have a entral role in innovation proesses (forinstane Amabile, 1988; Buijs, 1987; Kanter, 1988; Pahl & Beitz, 1996). However,some disussion is taking plae onerning the meaning of the onept of reativity.Central to this disussion is that so far onsensus on the de�nition of reativityhas not been reahed. To illustrate this lak of onsensus two approahes to thereativity onept are provided. These two approahes are seleted arbitrarily and36



2.2. Innovationdo not mark the outer border of the disussion on reativity. Instead they providean indiation of di�erent notions of reativity.As a �rst example, Boden (1994) positions reativity at the level of individualsand explains reativity in terms of personal or psyhologial (P) and historial (H)reativity. Personal reativity, she identi�es as reative ideas that were formulatedby someone before. Historial reativity refers to reative ideas that have not beenformulated before in history. Although she presents this typology of reativity, shedoes not speify when an idea in fat is reative.A seond example, and more pragmati approah to reativity, stems fromCsikszentmihalyi (1999), who frames reativity in a system theoretial model. Hetreats reativity as a onept on the group level. Additionally, he states that anindividual has a reative idea, when the soiety to whih he belongs, lassi�eshis idea as reative. In order to lassify an idea as reative, the soiety benh-marks the individual's idea to the ulture, or knowledge domain, in whih theidea was plaed, and whih the soiety is familiar with. Hene, in Csikszentmi-halyi's model of reativity, an individual's idea is evaluated by the individual'speers, with regards to a shared knowledge domain. However, like Boden (1994),Csikszentmihalyi (1999) does not de�ne reativity. Although onsensus has notbeen reahed regarding an exat de�nition on reativity, a entral notion is thatreativity involves the generation of novel ideas.In ontrast to the meaning of reativity, onsensus exists onerning the pro-ess of reativity, or in other words, the proess that underlies the generation ofreative ideas. Boden reognises this onsensus in her statement that \the asrip-tion of ... reativity always involves tait or expliit referene to some spei�generative system" (Boden, 1994, p.521). This onsensus is not surprising. Earlydesriptions of the reative proess, stem from von Helmholtz (1896) and Wallas(1926). Both desribed the reative proess of individuals in terms of the fourstages of preparation, inubation, illumination, and veri�ation (Sternberg, 1999,passim). In the preparation stage, the problem is mapped inluding the aspetsthat are pereived relevant. The part of the problem that will be solved is set asidein the inubation stage. Illumination labels the stage in whih a possible solution issought for. This solution is �nally e�etuated in the real world during the veri�a-tion stage. Amabile (1988) similarly divides the ativities of innovating individualsinto a stage of task presentation, preparation, idea generation, idea validation, andoutome assessment. Conerning the proess of reativity, Boden (1994) goes astep further. Next to the di�erent steps of the reative proess, she identi�esthe operations individuals exeute on oneptual spaes within these steps; the\generative system" (Boden, 1994, p.521) that underlies a domain of knowledge.We all suh oneptual spaes knowledge domains. Next, she reognises threeoperations that individuals may apply on a knowledge domain: mapping, explo-ration, and transformation. The mapping operation is used to mentally struturea knowledge domain; the exploration operation is used to move around within amapped knowledge domain; the transformation operation is used to hange themapping and onsequently the exploration possibilities of a knowledge domain.The basi operations Boden (1994) identi�es generate knowledge domains, andprovide the ability to searh within these knowledge domains. In priniple, Bo-den's (1994) olletion of basi operations together perform a similar funtion37



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationas Simon's (1977) stages of Intelligene, Design, and Choie, from his model ofdeision-making or problem-solving (see also setion 1.2.2). Therefore, we las-sify the reative proess as a problem-solving proess. Beause reativity involvesthe generation of novel ideas, we also lassify the reative proess as a problem-solving proess onerning ill-strutured problems (Simon, 1973), for it is unertainwhether the riteria of well-strutured problems are met. From Boden's operations,a novel idea is the result of a mapping, exploration, or transformation of a know-ledge domain. These operations hange a knowledge domain, in terms of strutureand in terms of paths that an be used within. Hene, the exat make up of theknowledge domain in whih the novel idea is formulated is unknown beforehand.Therefore, it is unknown whether (i) a riterion is available to test formulatedsolutions, (ii) one knowledge domain exists in whih the initial, goal, and interme-diate states an be oneptualised, (iii) legal state transitions an be plotted in theknowledge domain, (iv) problem related knowledge an be represented within theknowledge domain, (v) the knowledge domain represents natural laws (when theproblem onerns the real world), and (vi) solutions an be pratially omputed(Simon, 1973). Beause, it is unknown beforehand whether a novel idea, stemsfrom a knowledge domain that meets any of these six riteria, we lassify thisknowledge domain as ill-strutured. Hene, the reative proess or the generationof novel ideas is explained in terms of problem-solving for ill-strutured problems.From the above, we onlude that individuals partiipating in the innovation pro-ess, exeute problem-solving tasks within knowledge domains that initially arelassi�ed as ill-strutured. Innovation therefore must be seen as an unpredi-tive proess, in whih many iterations of the problem-solving yle (see setion1.2.2) take plae. Trial-and-error searh mehanisms dominate innovation pro-esses (Pahl & Beitz, 1996). This means that individuals that perform innovationtasks ontinually explore new diretions. When ertain diretion proves not fea-sible, the individual baktraks his steps and tries another diretion. Dependingon the size and struture of the knowledge domain, this proess of trial-and-errorsearh takes plae either quikly, or extremely slow. The exploration of pathsbuilds on experienes from the past, but the total time innovation proesses taketends to be long and unpreditable (see Van de Ven, Polley, Garud, & Venkatara-man, 1999). To provide deision support for individuals within innovation pro-esses, implies providing deision support within ill-strutured knowledge domains.Priniples underlying deision support in relation to ill-strutured knowledge do-mains will be disussed in hapter 3. For this researh onentrates on sustainableinnovation proesses, the next setion addresses the onept of sustainability.2.3 SustainabilityThis setion is based on:Faber, N.R., Jorna, R.J., and van Engelen, J.M.L. (2005). The sus-tainability of \sustainability" - a study in to the oneptual foundationsof the notion of `sustainability'. Journal of Environmental AssessmentPoliy and Management, 7(1):1-33.38



2.3. SustainabilitySustainability is a omplex and onfusing onept. Our researh on sustainableinnovation (as reported in Jorna et al., 2004; Jorna, 2006b) started in 2002, and weexpeted to �nd one or two already existing de�nitions or operationalisations thatwe ould use. This was not the ase. About �fty de�nitions and irumsriptionsof sustainability exist; the amount of operationalisations in relation to sharehold-ers and stok exhange markets is muh larger. A sample ard of these de�nitionsis disussed in setions 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. Additionally, it appeared that many def-initions ould not easily be ompared. We onluded that a deeper digging intothe onept of sustainability was neessary.We also believed that an intelligent seletion of the de�nitions and opera-tionalisations of sustainability was appropriate as a start, in order to ontinue ourempirial ase study researh within 13 organisations. This assumption was alsowrong. An intelligent seletion was not enough, beause it ould easily lead tobiases or prejudies. Eologists, eonomists, soiologists and biologists, to namebut a few disiplines working with sustainability all had their own favourite per-spetives. However, mostly they did not take into aount other perspetives.Therefore, we had to progress towards oneptual larity by looking at sustaina-bility in a di�erent way. The di�erent road we took turned out to be a researhprojet on its own. Instead of integrating or seleting sustainability notions, wetreated `sustainability' as a onept that ould not be rigidly de�ned. This meansthat the essene of `sustainability' annot easily be determined. We hypothesisedthat the onept ould have developed over time under the inuene of soietal,ultural and organisational debates and disussions. Therefore, the dynamis ofthe onept, its diretion and its evolvement is the topi of this investigation.The analysis and searh for developments of notions suh as `sustainability'is alled the study of oneptual foundations. It is part of the analyti traditionwithin philosophy and logi that tries to unravel and formulate the moves andounter-moves that various researhers made when using basi onepts. Examplesof this researh tradition are found in the work of Barth (1971) on `The Artile',Lovejoy (1964) on the notion of `Chain of Being' or Passmore (1970) on the notionof `Perfetibility' or the notion of `Responsibility for Nature' (Passmore, 1980).The study of oneptual foundations uses analyti, semanti and sometimeslogial means to look not only at a onept itself, but also at its development, itsneighbouring onepts and the moves and ounter-moves in the interpretation ofthe onept that have been made during a ertain period. This does not imply thatthe development of a onept is itself logially predetermined and just unfolds; onthe ontrary. Very often, the study of oneptual foundations is a matter of re-interpretation, reonstrution and semanti analysis. In this researh, the notionof sustainability is investigated in a similar way as Lovejoy or Passmore did forother notions. We try to bring to the surfae oneptual developments that areexpeted to underlie the sustainability disussion and we try to distil a (future)ourse of the disussion.Central in this researh is our astonishment that so many theoretial and pra-tial approahes regarding sustainability exist. Negatively formulated, beause ofthe large quantity and diversity of approahes, sustainability has been identi�edas a onept that laks onsensus and diretion (among others Phillis & Andri-antiatsaholiniaina, 2001). Although the laking onsensus and absent diretion is39



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationnot questioned - it is there -, we want to explore the onept of sustainability indepth by analysing and ategorising its various approahes. We take a managerialand organisational perspetive, beause nowadays many �rms and organisationsare trying to implement `something sustainable'.To illustrate what a laking onsensus and an absent diretion means, wegive the de�nitions of Coomer's (1979) sustainable soiety and of the WorldCommission on Environment and Development's (WCED) sustainable develop-ment. Coomer says: \[The℄ sustainable soiety is one that lives within the self-perpetuating limits of its environment." (Coomer, 1979 , as ited in Pezzey, 1992).The WCED formulated: \[Sustainable development℄ is a development that meetsthe needs of the present without ompromising the ability of future generationsto meet their own needs" (WCED, 1987). Coomer's (1979) sustainable soietyfouses on the relationship of a soiety with its diret environment, whereas theWCED (1987) emphasises the inter-generational fator of sustainability. Althoughboth use the onept of sustainability, their ompletions are di�erent in ontentand fous. Many other examples of approahes to sustainability, all highlightingdi�erent issues and all applying the onept in di�erent ontexts will be disussedin setions 4 and 5.To investigate the development of the notion of sustainability a framework isformulated that is used to determine various properties of the onept of sustain-ability that is used. The most important property is the determination of `what'(the artefat) is sustainable. Seondly, the issue of sustainability often impliestalking about hange, innovation or adjustment. There are at least two ways ofdealing with hange or innovation. Starting with an idealised end state or startingfrom now and here: the initial state. The former is alled an absolute perspe-tive on sustainability, the latter a relative perspetive. We all this aspet of theframework goal-orientation. Thirdly, saying that something is sustainable meansthat there is a relationship of `something' with a surrounding or `supporting' en-vironment. In this relationship, the perspetive may be stati or dynami. Weall this the aspet of interation. The framework is disussed in detail in setion2.3.1.The three aspets of artefat, goal orientation and interation make up theframework to investigate the development of the onept of sustainability. Themain inspiration for our work on sustainable innovation and sustainability itselfame from the inreasing debates and disussions within ompanies and �rmsabout how to deal with issues of sustainability, not only from an environmental butalso from a soial perspetive. This implies that if ompanies want to do somethingabout or with sustainability, they have to know what sustainable means. Beauseof this managerial, organisational perspetive, we looked for overviews onerningthe development of �rms and organisations.Interesting work has been done by Bolwijn and Kumpe (1990). This is dis-ussed in setion 2.3.2. They overed the same time line and analysed the devel-opments of �rms. In addition, beause �rms and organisations more and moreuse indiator lists, we started with �rms, and not with institutions or publi or-ganisations. We do not say that important developments have not taken plae ininstitutions, soieties and ulture. A ompliating fator of looking at institutionsand soieties is that their pae of development is muh slower.40



2.3. SustainabilityThere is also a aveat in using Bolwijn and Kumpe. From the referene toBolwijn and Kumpe (1990) it does not follow that a ausal relationship existsbetween the development of `sustainability' and organisational development. Todetermine suh ausality is nearly impossible given the multi-layered and multi-diretional relations between the omplex set of variables. However, looking ato-variation may be very informative in an exploratory way.The struture of the remainder of this setion is as follows. In setion 2.3.1,the framework with the aspets of entity, goal orientation and interation is ex-plained. In setion 2.3.2, the onurring developments in �rms and organisationsare desribed. In setion 2.3.3, the developments in the de�nitions of the oneptof sustainability are desribed, and in setion 2.3.4, the same is done for the in-diator lists. In setion 2.3.5, onlusions are given and possible future diretionsare skethed.2.3.1 Coneptual framework for development analysisThe sustainability oneptThe term sustainability was introdued to provide a means for handling the typeof problems onerning the deteriorating relationship between our global eologyand an ongoing eonomi development (Chiesa, Manzini, & Noi, 1999). Sustaina-bility pointed out ways in whih an eonomi development ould be realised, whiletaking supposed environmental limits into onsideration (Meadows et al., 1972).As stated earlier 'sustainability' is ill-de�ned, not de�ned or ontraditory de�ned(Phillis & Andriantiatsaholiniaina, 2001).When the term sustainability is used, the �rst question that omes to mindis `sustainability of what?' Usually, sustainability is treated as a property thatis an attribute of some artefat, in line with the way sustainability was appliedto pinpoint the relationship between global eology and eonomi development(Meadows et al., 1972). In the ase of Meadows et al., eonomi development isonsidered an artefat that has a relation with the environment. The propertyof sustainability is used to express the relationship between this artefat and theenvironment in whih it exists, and with whih it interats. Therefore, if aneonomi system is sustainable it means that it does not exhaust the surroundingenvironment. Formulated more general, sustainability expresses the relationshipbetween an artefat and its environment onerning partiular behavioural aspets(also see setion 1.2.1).Semantially, sustainability indiates a relationship between an (sustainable)artefat and its environment that exists inde�nitely. In other words, sustainabilityrefers to a balane between an artefat and its supporting environment (see setion1.2.1), where they interat with eah other without mutual detrimental e�ets.Sustainability expliitly refers to this balane.If a quasi-formal perspetive is taken, in whih we try to larify the logialbehaviour of the notion, `sustainability' is viewed as a prediate. We use a moremundane example to explain this analysis. In logial terms `to marry' is a two-plaeprediate (operator), taking two arguments (slots). `To marry' is also irreexive(one an never be married to oneself), symmetrial (if one is married with another,the other is married to you) and intransitive (if one is married to another, that41



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationother annot be is not married to someone else). The same analysis an be donefor the logial behaviour of `sustainable'. If we say, `this ar is sustainable', dowe mean that `sustainable' as a prediate has one or two arguments? In ouropinion, sustainability should be formulated as a two-plae prediate or a dyadioperator. This implies that we have to say, `This ar is sustainable in relation toX'. In ontrast, the onept of endurane (very muh resembling sustainable) is,in logial terms, a one-plae prediate or monadi operator. Endurane will onlytell something about the inherent potential of an artefat to withstand hostile,external inuenes. That is to say, the endurane of an athlete refers to theapability of the athlete to withstand the hardship of a marathon. Enduraneonly indiates the inherent apability of the athlete to withstand this hardship,but does not state anything about the environment in whih the athlete operates.This quasi-formal analysis already makes lear that `endurane' and `sustainable'are not the same. Besides that `sustainable' is a two-plae prediate, it is alsoirreexive (something is never sustainable to itself), non-symmetrial (if there isan sustainable interation of A in relation to B, it is not always the ase thatthe onverse sustainable relation holds), and non-transitive (if A is sustainable inrelation to B and B to C, than sometimes A is sustainable in relation to C andsometimes it is not). The latter indeterminay depends on the system borders andsystem partitioning.From an analyti perspetive, it is also neessary to be more preise about theharateristis of the artefat. If sustainable is a two-plae prediate, in whih thebalane between an artefat and its environment is important, we have to knowmore about the nature of the sustainability balane. It is also neessary, whensustainability issues are started in organisations, to have an indiation of whatan and annot be regarded as sustainable.Three aspets of sustainabilityThe framework onsists of three aspets: kind of artefat, goal orientation, thatis to say whether an absolute or relative perspetive is used, and (behavioural)interation, meaning whether sustainability is oneived of as stati or dynami.ArtefatThe identi�ation of the foal artefat onerns the tangibility of the artefat towhih sustainability is attributed. Conrete artefats are labelled entities and ab-strat artefats onstruts. In onsidering artefats, we for instane oneptualisethe sustainability of a ar. The ar is a onrete artefat to whih the propertyof sustainability an be attributed. Without disussing whether the ar in fatomplies with a general idea of sustainability - e.g. the energy soure gasoline maybe replaed by hydrogen ells -, the attribution of the sustainability property ispossible and subsequently has meaning. The attribution of sustainability to othertangible artefats is done in a similar way.Another example is sustainable health are, whih brings along the attribu-tion of a property to a onstrut. For instane, the omplexity of the health aresystem is muh bigger than that of one ar, and that attributes and aspets atdi�erent levels of aggregation are important for health are, suh as mortality rates42



2.3. Sustainabilityor waiting lists. The distintion between entity and onstrut is the �rst aspet onthe horizontal axis (olumns) of the matrix onstruted. Linking sustainability toonstruts enables one to abstrat from reality, and to identify relationships thatare more omplex and often not diretly visible.Goal orientation: absolute-relativeThe seond aspet of the framework onerns the point of referene that is usedin determining whether an artefat is sustainable. We distinguish absolute andrelative lines of reasoning underlying the spei�ation of what is to be onsideredsustainable. The distintion between the two is the used point of referene thatdisriminates between what is and what is not sustainable.The absolute approah to sustainability identi�es a ontinuum with two ex-tremes: non-sustainable and sustainable. The leading extreme point on this on-tinuum is `sustainable' in its idealised form. The underlying idea is that some formof `(real) sustainability' exists that is leading when a hange from the here andnow to the ultimate form of \sustainable" is neessary. The problem is of oursethat nobody knows what the real form of the ultimate sustainability is. However,that often does not prevent people from taking this ultimate form as a guidingpriniple.In his treatment and analysis of the existene of `ultimate goods' that areomni-present in Western thinking from the `ultimate lassless soiety', to the `idealmarket' and the `real rationality', Beth (1959) has named this priniple `Aristo-tle's priniple of the Absolute'. Beth reasons as follows. Someone working withthe notion of an \absolute" starts with a statement that every ativity aims ataomplishing a result that is onsidered good (or Good); reversely some good (orGood) exists that everything aims at. Three di�erent objetives (Goods) exist: a-tivities that aim at serving a diret purpose; ativities that serve a purpose that issubordinate to a higher, probably unonsious, purpose; and the possibility thata higher (unonsious) purpose is again subordinate to an even higher (unon-sious) purpose. This last step is expressed by the statement that \the aim of allour ativities must be the Good and even the Supreme Good" (Beth, 1959). Bethpresents this idea of the existene of a Good and a Supreme Good to aumulatein�nitely, and if we apply it to sustainability, the ontinuum from non-sustainableto sustainable will be in�nitely long.`Aristotle's priniple of the Absolute' (Beth, 1959) de�nes a state or existingpurpose that is the ultimate goal, ahievable by human ativity. If this ideaof an existing, ultimate good is abandoned, the idea of an ultimate goal thatneeds to be strived for, no longer holds. Instead, a more pragmati perspetive isappliable, leading to - what we all - a relative way of appreiating sustainability.A relative approah starts with the present state of a�airs and identi�es existingproblems, whih people subsequently attempt to solve. Improvements take plaeinrementally within this relative approah to sustainability. It is an approah ofsmall steps instead of a grand design. In ontrast to the absolute approah, thefous of this relative approah is not the good, but the less worse or the better.Making the distintion between the absolute and the relative very muh re-sembles the distintion between the utopian and the pragmatist in ation. Theutopian will dediate his e�orts to his struggle for the ultimate situation: Utopia.43



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationThe pragmatist on the other hand will fous on the problems at hand and tryto solve those, in order to make the world a little bit better. This absolute orrelative goal orientation with respet to sustainability forms the seond aspet ofthe horizontal axis of our matrix (olumns).Behavioural interation: stati-dynamiThe third aspet onerning the attribution of sustainability to an artefat iswhether the dynamis of the artefat and the environment is aounted for. Thisaspet originates from the idea, that artefats and their environments experienehanges of their omponent parts and internal struture, aused by exogenousfores resulting from their interations, and endogenous fores originating fromwithin. The attribution of sustainability to an artefat either aounts for hangesof both artefat and environment or assume these to remain unhanged.In a stati perspetive, the artefat is dynami, whereas the environment isonly stati. Within this approah, the relation between the artefat and its en-vironment remains unhanged. However, it is possible that the omponent partsand the internal struture of the artefat hange. The only element of interestonerning the sustainability balane between the artefat and its environment isthe magnitude of the interation between artefat and environment. Obeying thelimitations of its environment ensures the artefat's sustainability, whih from thestati perspetive is everlasting by de�nition. An example of the negleting aspetof a hanging ontext is asbestos. In the 1960's, the use of asbestos was regardedsustainable due to its �reproof harateristis. Nowadays, the dangers involved inproessing asbestos refrains anyone from using it (see for instane MElroy, 2003).In general, ignorane of possible dangers of tehnologies, whih is ommon in thestati perspetive, is dangerous (Wynne, 1992) and unsustainable.From a dynami perspetive, exogenous and endogenous fores impose bothartefat and environment to hange, thereby inuening the sustainability balane.In order to reah sustainability, the artefat traks hanges in its environment on-tinuously and adapts to these hanges to keep the balane intat. Organisationsadapt to their organisational environments ontinuously; for the organisation toensure its sustainability, adaptation to these exogenous fores is neessary. Nextto these exogenous fores, organisations are subjet to endogenous fores. Theseendogenous fores an be an important ause for the un-sustainability of the organ-isation. Both exogenous and endogenous fores exist, requiring the organisationto adapt ontinuously in order to be sustainable.The stati and dynami attitude towards sustainability onstitutes the thirdand �nal aspet of the horizontal axis of our matrix (olumns). This aspet allowsidentifying whether an attribution of sustainability to an artefat inorporates theunderlying dynamis of the artefat and its environment (see table 2.1).Table 2.1: Horizontal axis of the framework for deteting developments in sustain-ability.Author Year of Publiation Entity/Construt Absolute/Relative Stati/DynamiWill be expanded in tables 2.4 and 2.544



2.3. SustainabilityIn this researh, we expet that the attribution of sustainability to kinds of arte-fats shows oneptual developments in the period from the 1960's unto the 2000'sonerning the three aspets that onstitute the horizontal axis of our matrix. Thehorizontal axis enables the ategorisation of attributions of sustainability and thedetetion of possible oneptual developments.As we earlier indiated, the domain of analysis onerns �rms and organisa-tions, beause sustainability disussions grew stronger within organisations thelast ten years. Analyses of developments in other areas than business are foundin poliy making (Webster, 2004) and ego development in women (John, Pals, &Westenberg, 1998). We used Bolwijn and Kumpe's (1990) analysis of business or�rm development parallel to our sustainability analysis.2.3.2 Developments of �rms and organisationIn the �eld of management studies, development of �rms within the period from1960 until 2000 have partly been lassi�ed by Bolwijn and Kumpe (1990). Theypropose a model that displays developments of markets, tehnology, and ompe-tition among �rms onerning the period from the 1960's up to and inludingthe 1990's. The ore of their lassi�ation onsists of what they identify as theideal types of eÆient, quality, exible, and innovative �rm arhetypes, referringrespetively to the 1960's, 1970's, 1980's, and 1990's (see table 2.2). Instead of theterm ideal type, we use the more neutral term `�rm role models', emphasising that�rm types do not presribe the way a �rm should be, but provide an image that�rms are willing to imitate. On top of this, we propose an extension to Bolwijnand Kumpe's lassi�ation to extrapolate our �ndings to possibly new diretionsof and within �rms.The role model of the eÆient �rm haraterises �rms of the 1960's. It was aperiod, in whih the market required �rms to produe low ost produts. Empha-sis was on hierarhy and speialisation. The quality �rm role model refers to the1970's, when quality was the main driver. The emphasis was on the aspets ofommuniation and o-operation. In the period of the exible �rm role model, the1980's, the market demanded �rms to o�er a broad line of produts. Flexibilityindued a fous on integration and deentralisation. The 1990's was the deadeof the innovative �rm. Plaing new, unique produts on the market in shortertimes was expeted to beome the new performane riterion for �rms. The or-ganisation's fous of the innovative �rm is on partiipation and demoratisation(Bolwijn & Kumpe, 1990).Bolwijn and Kumpe formulated their lassi�ation as an evolutionary proess,where every role model builds upon its predeessor's ahievements. During aperiod, �rms develop harateristis that provide them with essential apabilitiesto address the market requirements of the next period (Bolwijn & Kumpe, 1990).The basis of their lassi�ation onsists of observed developments in relation tomarket, tehnology, and ompetition, in whih two trends were notied. The �rsttrend they �nd is that every next arhetype needs to address a more fragmentedmarket than the preeding one. Seondly, they observe that every next arhetypetakes the opposite stand on the ontinuum between a strutural and a ulturalfous of the organisation. Strutural means that (re)design and (re)onstrution of45
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Table 2.2: Suggested extension of Bolwijn and Kumpe 's lassi�ation into the 2000s (italis represent the original table drawn upby Bolwijn and Kumpe (1990)).Period Market Performane Firm Firm OrganisationalRequirements Criteria (Role Model) Charateristis Fous1960's Prie EÆieny EÆient �rm Speialisation and Struturehierarhisation1970's Prie, quality EÆieny + quality Quality �rm Communiation and Cultureo-operation1980's Prie, quality, produt EÆieny + quality + Flexible �rm Integration and Strutureline exibility deentralisation1990's Prie, quality, produt EÆieny + quality + Innovative Partiipation and Cultureline, uniqueness exibility + innovative �rm demoratisationability2000's Prie, quality, produt EÆieny + quality + Knowledge Dialogue and Strutureline, uniqueness, exibility + innovative �rm transparenyustomer involvement ability + dialogue abilityand openness
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2.3. Sustainabilityfuntional units and its proesses in an organisation are more important. Culturalmeans that habits and impliit knowledge in an organisation are more important.Beause Bolwijn and Kumpe's (1990) model stops with the lassi�ation in1990's, we propose an extension of the lassi�ation with the notion of the `know-ledge' �rm (Grant, 1996), indiating that the 2000's, may be haraterised bytranspareny (Burke & Logsdon, 1996) and dialogue (Chiesa et al., 1999). Thisextension builds upon the underlying developments of an ever-inreasing marketfragmentation. From the �rm's point of view, an inreasing market fragmenta-tion implies serving more individual and divergent markets, fousing on meetingustomers' personal expetations. From a ustomer's perspetive, one ould arguethat ustomers grow more mature, inreasingly demanding an individual treat-ment and insight into organisation's prodution or servie proesses. Therefore,the new market requirement is postulated as ustomer involvement and opennessto the outside world; an organisation needs ustomer input to omply with indi-vidual demands and wishes, and has to be open to ustomers onerning produtsand used proesses to be aepted in the market.The time line, extended with the lassi�ation of Bolwijn and Kumpe (1990),forms the vertial axis of the matrix. As indiated, this timeline is used as a parallelline of the development of �rms. With the formulation of the referene timeline,onstituting the vertial axis of our matrix, and the previously spei�ed horizontalaxis, reeting the three di�erent aspets of sustainability, the entire matrix isonstruted. This matrix enables the lassi�ation of di�erent ontributions to thesustainability disussion and determination of possible developments that ourredover time.A spei� analysis of the developments in the notion of sustainability is nowpossible. A matrix is used to display oneptual developments within the sustaina-bility disussion with regards to the identi�ed aspets and the estimation in whihdiretion the disussion of sustainability is expeted to develop (see table 2.3).Table 2.3: Framework for deteting developments in sustainability.Deade Role Model Author Year of Entity/ Absolute/ Stati/Firm Type Publiation Construt Relative Dynami1960's EÆient �rm1970's Quality �rm1980's Flexible �rm Will be expanded in table 2.4 and table 2.51990's Innovative �rm2000's Knowledge �rmIn disussing the theoretial (de�nitions) and pratial (indiator lists) appli-ations of sustainability within the developed framework, these appliations areunravelled with regard to the three aspets. This is depited in the horizontalaxis of the matrix onerning the aspets foal artefat (entity-onstrut), goalorientation (absolute-relative), and behavioural interation (stati-dynami). Thevertial axis onerns the progress of time. Our objetive is to estimate in whihdiretion the sustainability disussion is heading onerning the identi�ed aspets.To detet these trends and to estimate in whih diretion the di�erent theoretialand pratial appliations of sustainability are developing, the vertial axis of our47



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationmatrix is equipped with the existing ategorisation of market and �rm develop-ments by Bolwijn and Kumpe (1990).2.3.3 The theoretial ontributions to sustainabilityDe�nitions of sustainabilityConerning theoretial ontributions to the sustainability disussion, this researhfouses on the de�nitions. On the one hand, de�nitions form the foundationof reasoning. On the other, de�nitions seriously limit its sope. De�nitions ofsustainability speify the relationship of some artefat with its environment, andstate whether this relation is sustainable.Sustainability was a point of disussion in relation to eonomi and soialissues, at the International Conferene for Rational Use and Conservation of theBiosphere, organised by the United Nations Eduational, Sienti�, and CulturalOrganisation (UNESCO) in 1968, without expliitly stating what was understoodby the term (USDA, 2003). Later, various authors attributed di�erent meaningsto the onept of sustainability (see Pezzey, 1992, for an overview).Pirages (1977) and Coomer (1979) provide their pereptions of a sustainablesoiety. Pirages (1977) states that a sustainable eonomi growth \means eo-nomi growth that an be supported by physial and soial environments in theforeseeable future". Beause he disregards possible hanges of the physial andsoial environments, we see Pirages's (1977) ontribution to the sustainability dis-ussion as stati. Next to this, Pirages implies that \an ideal sustainable soietywould be one in whih all energy would be derived from urrent solar inome andall non-renewable resoures would be reyled", with whih he pursues an absoluteview of sustainability. Coomer's (1979) sustainable soiety is a soiety \that liveswithin the self-perpetuating limits of its environment", also disregarding possible,strutural hanges of the environment. Beause Coomer attributes expliit limitsto a sustainable soiety that is aimed at, his approah is labelled absolute.Starting its work in 1983, the World Commission on Environment and Deve-lopment (WCED), presented its report \Our ommon future" in 1987, disussingthe ongoing exhaustion of our planet's resoures, aused by inreasing eonomigrowth and an unequal, worldwide distribution of wealth (WCED, 1987). As a so-lution to the identi�ed problems, the ommission stated that soiety should pursuea sustainable development, whih is a \development that meets the needs of thepresent without ompromising the ability of future generations to meet their ownneeds" (WCED, 1987). With this pereption of a sustainable development, theWCED takes a stati perspetive and an absolute appreiation towards sustaina-bility. The WCED takes needs of all future generations as point of referene, andassumes that underlying soial and environmental strutures remain onstant withthe progression of time. Similar absolute, stati approahes stem from Meadowset al. (1992), Pezzey (1992), Hart (1995), Elkington (1999), Allen (1980), Porrit(1984), Talbot (1984), Tietenberg (1984), Clark and Munn (1986), Daly (1986),and Brown (1987).Taking a relative approah towards sustainability, Solow (1986) spei�es thatsustainability means that soiety maintains \an appropriately de�ned stok ofapital - inluding the initial endowment of resoures" intat and that its \on-48



2.3. Sustainabilitysumption an be interpreted as the interest on that patrimony." With his on-tribution, Solow takes a relative standpoint; living on the interest of reproduibleapital takes the present situation as point of referene. Beause he does not ad-dress hanges of the onsidered artefat and its appropriate environment, Solow'sontribution is ategorised stati.Similar relative, stati ontributions to the sustainability disussion, stem fromGoodland and Lede (1987), Markandya and Peare (1988), Peare et al. (1988),Turner (1988), and Pronk and Haq (1992). Goodland and Lede (1987) treat asustainable development as a \pattern of soial and strutural eonomi trans-formations whih optimises the eonomi and soietal bene�ts available in thepresent, without jeopardising the likely potential for similar bene�ts in the future"(ited in: Pezzey, 1992). Markandya and Peare (1988) laim that sustainability\ought to mean that a given stok of resoures ... should not deline" (ited in:Pezzey, 1992). Peare et al. (1988) formalise sustainable development as \a vetorof desirable soial objetives", that \inreases monotonially over time" (ited in:Pezzey, 1992). Aording to Turner, an optimal sustainable growth poliy \wouldseek to maintain an `aeptable' rate of growth in per-apita real inomes with-out depleting the national apital asset stok or the natural environmental assetstok" (Turner, 1988). Pronk and Haq (1992) indiate that a sustainable develop-ment means that \urrent onsumption annot be �naned for long by inurringeonomi debts that others must repay" and that \suÆient investment must bemade in the eduation and health of today's population so as not to reate a soialdebt for future generations" (Pronk & Haq, 1992). The authors state the dire-tions in whih soiety an develop, relative to the present situation. They howeverall assume eonomi, environmental, and soial strutures to remain unhanged,holding on to the stati perspetive.In 1986, Repetto (1985) stated that \our eonomi systems should be managedso that we live o� the dividend of our resoures, maintaining and improving theasset base" (ited in: Pezzey, 1992), implying a relative approah. On top ofthis relative approah, he expliitly states, \this does not mean that sustainabledevelopment demands the preservation of the urrent stok of natural resouresor any partiular mix of human, physial, and natural assets. As developmentproeeds, the omposition of the underlying asset base hanges" (ited in: Pezzey,1992). Beause Repetto (1985) onsiders \the underlying asset base" to hange,his ontribution is lassi�ed dynami.Although Repetto (1985) already presented his ideas on sustainability in 1985,they were adopted broadly years later. Similar dynami, relative ontributions tothe sustainability disussion originate from Meppem and Gill (1998), Tietenberg(2000), and MElroy (2003). Aording to Meppem and Gill \sustainability de-sribes a state that is in transition ontinually" (Meppem & Gill, 1998), implyinga dynami approah. On top of that, they speify that \the objet of sustainabi-lity is not to win or lose and the intention is not to arrive at a partiular point",with whih they learly take a relative point of view. Tietenberg de�nes environ-mental sustainability as that situation in whih \the physial ow of individualresoures" is maintained, and \not merely the value of the aggregate" (Tietenberg,2000). Tietenberg onsiders the riterion for sustainability not to lie in the form orstruture of the artefat or the environment, but in the ow of resoures between49



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationthem that should remain onstant. His fous is on the preservation of resoureows, where the underlying strutures possibly hange over time, and he takesthe present resoure ow as point of referene. MElroy (2003) stipulates sus-tainable innovation as an innovation proess that itself is sustainable and bringsforth sustainable outomes. His ideas are based on omplex adaptive systemstheory (Holland, 1995), pereiving living systems to be self-organising and on-stantly �tting hanges within its environment (MElroy, 2003). With his adoptionof omplex adaptive systems, MElroy adopts the idea of ontinuous adoption toan ever-hanging environment, taking a dynami and relative perspetive towardssustainable innovation.All mentioned de�nitions of sustainability, attribute sustainability to intangibleartefats. Therefore, all these de�nitions attribute sustainability to onstruts.An overview of the sustainability de�nitionsThe theoretial ontributions to the sustainability disussion are presented in ta-ble 2.4. The enumeration of the various ontributions to the sustainability dis-ussion, on�rms the main observation that sustainability is a onept diÆultto grasp; many de�nitions exist that all approah sustainability from a di�erentangle while, in priniple, they all disuss the same issue.As is seen in the overview in table 2.4 this researh's assumption holds; thede�nitions of sustainability show oneptual developments. These developmentsare twofold. In the �rst plae, a shift from an absolute to a relative perspetiveourred, starting with Solow's (1986) and Repetto's (1985) ontributions. Thisshift to a relative view on sustainability transformed the sustainability disussioninto one that is able to pereive issues of sustainability from the present state ofa�airs, and opens up possibilities to at onerning this present state. In terms ofBeth (1959) no longer, the objetive of ativities no longer is the ultimate Good,but the Better or the less Worse.Seondly, the sustainability disussion turns away from a stati perspetive; itenters a path that regards sustainability from a dynami angle. In a weak sense,the disussion already took this turn with Repetto's (1985) view on sustainability.As is displayed in table 2.4, the disussion on sustainability did not diretly followRepetto's diretion. A dynami ourse was not explored again, until Meppem andGill's (1998) ontribution. The dynami approah more aurately reets theharater of sustainability. However, beause the hanges of artefat and environ-ment have to be taken into aount while determining or improving an artefat'ssustainability, the dynami approah also strongly ompliates the disussion.Aording to the International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD),Carson's (1962) publiation of \Silent Spring" started the disussion on sustainabi-lity prior to the presented de�nitions. However, she demonstrated the link betweenusage of agriultural pestiides and damage to animal speies and human health(IISD, 2003a) instead of using the term sustainability. If assumed that Carson's(1962) publiation is the starting point of the sustainability disussion, then thedisussion started with addressing tangible artefats, namely toxi hemials, andanimal and human populations. This entity-oriented approah represents the eÆ-ient �rm of our referene timeline; the fous of both the sustainability disussion50



2.3. Sustainabilityand the eÆient �rm lies on quantitative harateristis of toxi levels on the onehand and input/output ratios on the other.Somewhere in the mid 1970's, this hanges when sustainability is attributed toabstrat onstruts like soiety and development, whih resembles the shift fromthe eÆient to the quality �rm. A fous on quality requires strutural insightsin the �rm's prodution proesses, and a more abstrat perspetive to pinpointwhere ations need to aim at. Foussing on sustainability onerning soiety ordevelopment demands a similar abstration.In the mid 1980's, the adoption of a relative perspetive in the sustainabi-lity disussion orresponds to the organisational shift towards the exible �rm.The shift towards the exible �rm demands profound knowledge about di�erentmarkets a �rm addresses, and about how proess exibility an be ahieved.The reorientation towards a dynami perspetive, in the mid 1990's, to a er-tain extent resembles the harateristis of the innovative �rm; the innovative �rmonstantly responds to the demand of new produts, requiring it to trak its mar-kets ontinuously and to adapt to ourring hanges. The dynami perspetiveenables the sustainability disussion to do the same: sustainability depends on theurrent situation that, beause of ongoing hanges of artefat and environment,only an be assessed at that partiular moment in time.With the apparent similarities between the referene timeline and the deteteddevelopments within the sustainability disussion, these developments within thesustainability disussion an be extrapolated based on the trend of the referenetimeline to the nearby future. Based on the extension of Bolwijn and Kumpe's(1990) lassi�ation, the sustainability disussion is expeted to follow �rm's de-velopments towards the role model of the \knowledge" �rm; towards a situationwhere more detailed, loal knowledge is used within the sustainability disussion.A step in this diretion follows from Banerjee's (2003) argument that the sus-tainability disussion has foused on environmental issues from a global point ofview up to now. His laim goes further, stating that the sustainability disus-sion has negleted loal spei�ities so far, and thus frustrates the whole idea ofsustainability.Although Banerjee (2003) approahes the sustainability issue from an environ-mental perspetive, he has a point here. He questions the urrent global pereptionof environmental problems within the sustainability disussion and the top-downenforement of measures, laiming that this pereption jeopardises loal ommu-nities in their existene. Following this reasoning, sustainability annot be seenas an issue that applies to the lump sum of the global human population, butonerns all elements of it.In line with the development of �rms, extrapolated from Bolwijn and Kumpe's(1990) lassi�ation, the next step within the sustainability disussion is thebottom-up onsideration of loal issues, onerning not only environmental prob-lems, but sustainability in all its aspets. This new path does not look at sus-tainability from a global perspetive, but expliitly reognises loal spei�ities,still embraing a onstrut orientation, a relative and dynami perspetive. Thisbottom-up approah does not replae the global, top-down approah: it is om-plementary. 51



Chapter2.Su
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ation Table 2.4: Chronologial overview of sustainability de�nitions.Deade Role Model Author Year of Entity(1)/ Absolute(1)/ Stati(1)/Firm Type Publiation Construt(2) Relative(2) Dynami(2)1960's EÆient �rm UNESCO 1968 Unde�ned Unde�ned Unde�ned1970's Quality �rm Pirages 1977 2 1 1Coomer 1979 2 1 11980's Flexible �rm Allen 1980 2 1 1Porritt 1984 2 1 1Talbot 1984 2 1 1Tietenberg 1984 2 1 1Clark 1986 2 1 1Daly 1986 2 1 1Solow 1986 2 2 1Repetto 1986 2 2 2Barbier 1987 2 1 1Brown et al. 1987 2 1 1WCED 1987 2 1 1World Bank 1987 2 1 1Goodland 1987 2 2 1and LedePeare 1987 2 2 1Markandya 1988 2 2 1and PearePeare et al. 1988 2 2 1Turner 1988 2 2 11990's Innovative �rm Meadows et al. 1992 2 1 1Pezzey 1992 2 1 1Pronk and Haq 1992 2 2 1Hart 1995 2 1 1Meppem and Gill 1998 2 2 2Elkington 1999 2 1 12000's Knowledge �rm Tietenberg 2000 2 2 2MElroy 2003 2 2 2
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2.3. Sustainability2.3.4 Pratial ontributions to sustainabilityIndiator lists and pratial initiativesThe International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD, 2003b) o�ers adatabase onsisting of approximately 580 initiatives on its website, onerningpratial ontributions to the sustainability disussion. In order to determinewhether the sustainability disussion experienes developments on the pratiallevel, initiatives from the IISD website that are lassi�ed as global, multinational,or international (IISD, 2003b) were onsidered. This seletion of initiatives resultsin a set of poliies, reports, indiator lists, and guidelines, relating to either en-vironmental issues or the topi of sustainability itself. Beause of their di�erentshapes and ontent, we fous upon the point of departure that onstitutes thebasis of eah of these pratial ontributions.An early initiative expliitly aiming at the realisation of a sustainable deve-lopment, is the Duth National Environment Protetion Programme (NEPP) of1989 (mentioned in: (VROM, 2001)). Most initiatives that belong to the domainof sustainability only address di�erent elements of sustainability in a fragmentedway; laws are installed to regulate the use of toxis and emissions of polluting sub-stanes (EPA, 1994). Institutions like the US Environmental Protetion Ageny(EPA) in 1970 (Kovarik, 2003) are established to protet the environment. Afterthe publiation of \The limits to growth" (Meadows et al., 1972), attention ofinternational and national governments onentrated on a thrifty use of eologialsystems as a waste basket, fousing on solving immediate, existing environmentalproblems (VROM, 2001). Therefore, the period prior to 1989 is seen as a periodof environmental laws and poliies, and with regard to the onept of sustaina-bility, it is lassi�ed as a period of entity orientation, taking an absolute, statiperspetive.With the Duth NEPP initiative of 1989 (as mentioned in: (VROM, 2001)),this entity oriented, absolute, and stati perspetive did not hange instanta-neously. Many pratial ontributions to the sustainability disussion remainedat the level of an entity oriented, absolute and stati perspetive. Sine 1989,poliies have been developed, that should guide development in diretions towardseither the protetion and preservation of the environment or towards a sustainabledevelopment. The World Resoures Institute (WRI) and EPA set out a poliy forrespetively limate protetion and the protetion of environmental and publihealth (EPA, 2003; WRI, 2002). Whereas the WRI established absolute goals toreah between 2008 and 2012 (WRI, 2002), the EPA targets relative redutionsor improvements of environmental systems in omparison to their present state(EPA, 2003). The WRI expliitly states \that we work bakwards from a desiredfuture state of development" (WRI, 2002).Poliies from the International Joint Commission (IJC), and the Duth En-vironmental Ministry (VROM) address a sustainable development, all from anabsolute, stati point of view (IJC, 2002; VROM, 2001). The IJC and VROMtake similar approahes, setting expliit goals to be reahed within a �xed period,thereby realising a state of sustainable development without onsidering the natureof soial, environmental, or eonomi systems to hange. None of them reognisesthe dynamis of the foal artefat or its environment. Beause this absene makes53



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationit impossible for poliies to ope with the dynamis of the world, the onlusion isthat both initiatives assume a stable world that does not hange over time; theyhave a stati point of view.Next to poliies, reports have been used to inform people about the presentstate of the environment (Baumert, Bhandare, & Kete, 1999; Hulme, Sheard, &Markham, 1999; WWF, 2002), about the progress towards a sustainable deve-lopment (UNDP, 2002; UNEP, 2003), or about ations that need to be taken toreah a sustainable development (UN, 1992b). The World Wildlife Fund (WWF)brought forth environmental reports, disussing respetively the state of animallife (WWF, 2002), and hanges in the world limate (Hulme et al., 1999). TheWWF onludes that \to be sustainable, humanity's onsumption of renewablenatural resoures must stay within the limits of the Earth's biologial apaityover the long term" (WWF, 2002). Hulme et al. (1999) projet the future in rela-tion to greenhouse gas emission, global temperature hange, and global sea-levelrise, linking these phenomena to human ause. Beause both projet a state of en-vironmental sustainability, both are onsidered to have an absolute, stati view onsustainability. A similar perspetive is used by the United Nations DevelopmentProgramme (UNDP, 2002), and Baumert et al. (1999).In ontrast, the United Nations Environment Programme's (UNEP) fous isupon a sustainable development (UNEP, 2003), taking a relative, dynami stand-point. \Environmental poliy development is a dynami, iterative proess en-ompassing assessment of the problems and options, target setting and poliyformulation, followed by implementation, monitoring, review, evaluation, regularreassessment and adjustment" (UNEP, 2003).Agenda 21 (UN, 1992b), whih spei�es di�erent ations that need to be takento ahieve the onstrut of a sustainable development, builds upon the priniplesstated in the \Rio delaration on environment and development" (UN, 1992a).The Agenda sets lear objetives that need to be reahed and ways to implementthem, but does not reognise these objetives as a �nal state; it takes a relativeapproah towards sustainability. The underlying priniples (UN, 1992a) buildupon the priniples of the WCED (1987), and take a stati approah.The Bellagio Priniples \serve as guidelines for the whole of the assessmentproess inluding the hoie and design of indiators, their interpretation andommuniation of the result." (Hardi & Zdan, 1997). The �rst priniple impliesan absolute perspetive on sustainability by stating that a lear vision and leargoals are essential to reah a sustainable development. Priniple nine states thatthe assessment should \be iterative, adaptive, and responsive to hange and un-ertainty, beause systems are omplex and hange frequently" (Hardi & Zdan,1997), implying a dynami perspetive. The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)sets guidelines for sustainability reporting (GRI, 2000), taking a relative positiononerning sustainable development. Next to this relative perspetive, the GRItakes a dynami standpoint by expliitly stating that the guidelines \represent theGRI Board's view ... at this point in time..." (GRI, 2000). This statement ex-pliitly onnets the urrent guidelines to what the GRI board urrently onsiderssustainable, reognising the possibility for this pereption to hange over time.The set of indiator initiatives falls apart into a set addressing environmentalissues (Brunvoll, 1997; GEF, 2003; Kaly, Briguglio, MLeod, Shmall, Pratt, &54



2.3. SustainabilityPal, 1999; OECD, 1999, 2001; WRI, 2000; USDoE, 1995), and a set that fouseson sustainable development (Cobb, Glikman, & Cheslog, 2001; DJSI, 2002; EEA,2000; Eurostat, 2001; Florshutz, Jeuken, & de Vet, 2003; ICLEI, 2000; Hart,2000; Singh & Gilman, 2000; Nikerson, 2002; UN, 2001). The environmental ori-ented initiatives fous on issues like improving energy eÆieny (USDoE, 1995),assessing the state of the environment (WRI, 2000), assessment of environmentalperformane (GEF, 2003), measuring air quality (OECD, 1999), measuring envi-ronmental vulnerability (Kaly et al., 1999), indiating pressure on, state of andresponses to the environment (Brunvoll, 1997) and displaying the ondition of theenvironment (OECD, 2001). Of these indiator lists, only the OECD (1999, 2001),Brunvoll (1997) and Kaly et al. (1999) take a relative approah towards sustaina-bility. For example, Kaly et al. expliitly state \the aim of vulnerability indiesis to desribe the relative vulnerability of states" (Kaly et al., 1999). Both Kalyet al. (1999) and the OECD (1999) have a dynami perspetive.Initiatives onsidering a sustainable development that originate from Hart(2000), Singh and Gilman (2000), the International Counil for Loal Environ-mental Initiatives (ICLEI) (ICLEI, 2000), Nikerson (2002), the United Nations(UN) (UN, 2001), and Eurostat (2001), all take an absolute approah towards sus-tainability. For instane, Hart states that \[s℄ustainability is related to the qualityof life in a ommunity ..." (Hart, 2000). None of these indiator initiatives expli-itly reognises dynamis of the onsidered artefat and its environment. Therefore,they are lassi�ed stati.Florshutz et al. (2003) hooses a relative point of view, regarding respe-tively sustainable entrepreneurship and orporate sustainability. Florshutz et al.expliitly base their indiators on the idea of a relative omparison between or-ganisations, quoted on the Amsterdam E�et eXhange (AEX). Florshutz et al.(2003) do not expliitly indiate to onsider sustainability as a dynami issue.An overview of sustainability in pratieTable 2.5 presents an overview of the disussed pratial ontributions to thesustainability disussion2. However, at �rst sight, table 2.5 does not show similardevelopments to those observed in table 2.4. Beause the pratial initiatives forma heterogeneous set, onsisting of reports, poliies, guidelines, and indiator lists,the framework has been extended with a olumn indiating the di�erent types ofinitiatives.Looking at the di�erent types of initiatives, some developments are observedthat have ourred over time. Poliies alternated between an entity and onstrutorientation, while holding on to an absolute, stati perspetive on sustainability.Sustainability reports have only reently left a long taken entity oriented, absoluteand stati perspetive. They adopted a onstrut orientation, taking a relative,dynami approah towards sustainability. A similar shift is notied among theonsidered guidelines.2The presented overview of pratial ontributions is far from omplete (see IISD, 2003b, fora more extensive list). It has not been our intention to present a omplete overview. As indiatedin the beginning of this setion, a subset of pratial ontributions has been seleted to determineif the sustainability disussion experiened developments in the last four deades.55
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ation Table 2.5: Chronologial overview of pratial sustainability initiatives.Deade Firm Role Soure Initiative Year of Entity(1)/ Absolute(1)/ Stati(1)/Model Type Publiation Construt(2) Relative(2) Dynami(2)1960's EÆient �rm Various 1 1 11970's Quality �rm EPA (1994), Kovarik(2003)1980's Flexible �rm1990's Innovative �rm Agenda 21 Report 1992 2 2 1USDoE Indiator list 1995 1 1 1Brunvoll Indiator list 1997 1 2 1Hardi et al. Guideline 1997 2 1 1Baumert et al. Report 1999 1 1 1Hulme et al. Report 1999 1 1 1Kaly et al. Indiator list 1999 1 2 2OECD Indiator list 1999 1 2 12000's Knowledge �rm EEA Indiator list 2000 2 1 1GRI Guideline 2000 2 2 2Hart Indiator list 2000 2 1 1ICLEI Indiator list 2000 2 1 1Singh et al. Indiator list 2000 2 1 1WRI Poliy 2000 1 1 1Cobb et al. Indiator list 2001 2 2 1Eurostat Indiator list 2001 2 1 1VROM Poliy 2001 2 1 1OECD Indiator list 2001 1 2 2UN Indiator list 2001 2 1 1DJSI Indiator list 2002 2 1 1IJC Poliy 2002 2 1 1UNDP Report 2002 1 1 1WRI Poliy 2002 1 1 1WWF Report 2002 1 1 1EPA Poliy 2003 1 1 1Florshutz et al. Indiator list 2003 2 2 1GEF Indiator list 2003 1 1 1UNEP Report 2003 2 2 2
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2.3. SustainabilityConerning the indiator lists of our set, developments are not notied as easily.Looking at indiator lists only from a hronologial point of view, no pattern ofa lear, mutually understood fous is visible. For a long time the ontributionshave an absolute and stati perspetive towards sustainability, laking a shared,mutual alignment.However, splitting up the set of indiator lists into entity and onstrut orientedindiator lists (see table 2.6 and table 2.7), and ordering them hronologially,developments beome visible onerning the absolute-relative and stati-dynamiaspets over time. Both entity and onstrut oriented indiator lists developed overtime from an absolute to a relative approah towards sustainability. Whereas theonstrut oriented indiator lists hold on to a stati approah, the entity orientedlists adopted a dynami approah regarding sustainability.The �rm developments, as observed by Bolwijn and Kumpe (1990), are oflimited help onerning the developments of the pratial ontributions to thesustainability disussion. A turn has been observed at the end of the eighties,with the e�etuation of the Duth NEPP of 1989 (as disussed in (VROM, 2001)).Before the 1980's, most e�orts, now onsidered from the sustainability perspe-tive, onerned environmental laws (EPA, 1994; Kovarik, 2003). The di�erenebetween these two periods is from a fragmented towards an integrative approahto environmental problems.However, one an observe developments with regard to the onsidered ini-tiatives that are similar to the developments, forming the basis for the analysisof �rms, but in a onsiderably shorter period. Developments ontinue, taking aourse resembling the �rms in Bolwijn and Kumpe's (1990) analysis, and similar tothe developments that were found onerning the theoretial ontributions to thesustainability disussion from a global towards a loal orientation. As part of thesustainability disussion, the Eurostat (2001) initiative disusses exatly this issueof using knowledge of loal ontexts in relation to sustainability by reognising\the limitation of a `global' perspetive for evaluating all aspets of sustainability,(i.e. a single �gure for the whole world)" (Eurostat, 2001). In order to overomethese limitations, a global perspetive \needs to inlude national and loal dimen-sions as well" (Eurostat, 2001), so it reets sustainability in detail. To put itmore strongly, emphasising this loal dimension forms a neessary step towardsations aimed at sustainability. It is at this level of aggregation that the ontri-butions or e�ets of poliy or any other form of agreement on sustainability aree�etuated. One an state that in order to be e�etive, a profound understandingof the ontext of intervention is essential.2.3.5 Conlusion and disussionIn this researh, we made a U-turn urve with respet to our oneptions on-erning sustainability. Our researh into sustainable innovation started with theidea that, given the broad disussions about sustainability the last ten to �fteenyears, espeially in organisations, some lear de�nitions and indiator lists wouldbe available. However, these are found less expliit as we might have expeted.Many de�nitions and indiator lists were found. Moreover, it seemed that thede�nitions and indiator lists were ill de�ned, inomplete and often ontraditory.57
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ation Table 2.6: Chronologial overview of indiator lists: entity oneptualisations.Deade Firm Role Soure Initiative Year of Entity(1)/ Absolute(1)/ Stati(1)/Model Type Publiation Construt(2) Relative(2) Dynami(2)1990's Innovative �rm USDoE Indiator list 1995 1 1 1Brunvoll Indiator list 1997 1 2 1Kaly et al. Indiator list 1999 1 2 2OECD Indiator list 1999 1 2 12000's Knowledge �rm OECD Indiator list 2001 1 2 2GEF Indiator list 2003 1 1 1Table 2.7: Chronologial overview of indiator lists: onstrut oneptualisations.Deade Firm Role Soure Initiative Year of Entity(1)/ Absolute(1)/ Stati(1)/Model Type Publiation Construt(2) Relative(2) Dynami(2)2000's Knowledge �rm EEA Indiator list 2000 2 1 1Hart Indiator list 2000 2 1 1ICLEI Indiator list 2000 2 1 1Singh et al. Indiator list 2000 2 1 1Cobb et al. Indiator list 2001 2 2 1Eurostat Indiator list 2001 2 1 1UN Indiator list 2001 2 1 1DJSI Indiator list 2002 2 1 1Florshutz et al. Indiator list 2003 2 2 1
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2.3. SustainabilityBeause lari�ation was needed, also for our empirial researh, we on-struted a framework with whih we ould analyse underlying oneptual devel-opments onerning sustainability from the reent past until the present. Theframework onsists of the aspets of kind of artefat, goal orientation and be-havioural interation. That framework was useful. Coneptual developments ofsustainability ould be made visible.The earliest de�nitions of sustainability had a onstrut, absolute, and statiview on what sustainability is about. However, the sustainability disussion de-veloped further to the point where sustainability shifted from an entity towards aonstrut orientation, from an absolute towards a relative perspetive, and froma stati towards a dynami perspetive on sustainability. Espeially the shift to-wards a relative and dynami perspetive is an important step in the sustainabilitydisussion. A relative perspetive opens a window to the state of the world as it isand not to a visionary image of a world as it ought to be. Sustainability no longertargets an ultimate sustainable state, but instead beomes a proess of onstantimprovement of the sustainability of artefats. The dynami perspetive enablesthe disussion to reognise and deal with ongoing hanges of the world.The di�erene between de�nitions and indiator lists is that the onstrut ori-entation took plae onerning the indiator lists, in a very early phase. Althoughit took longer, the same is said for the hange from absolute to relative and fromstati to relative. Summarised, similar developments took plae onerning de�-nitions and indiator lists, but muh faster for the indiator lists.The lassi�ation of the development of responses of �rms to markets and in-ternal developments, whih we used as a referene timeline, showed interestingparallels of transformation with the developments within the sustainability dis-ussion. Firms hanged from ideal types of the eÆient, into the quality, into theexible and into the innovative organisation. An extrapolation indiates a deve-lopment to a new kind of �rm: the knowledge �rm. This may partly oinide withdevelopments in the disussion of the development of knowledge management: theso-alled open enterprise (Firestone & MElroy, 2004).Following Bolwijn and Kumpe's (1990), the knowledge �rm fouses on stru-tural aspets in order to omply with the new market demands, installing neworganisational funtions in an organisation's design and setting of dialogue andtranspareny that failitate knowledge input from and knowledge output to itsstakeholders. Gradually, the free ow of knowledge inwards, outwards and throu-ghout the organisation will be neessary to synhronise with the new market re-quirements of stakeholder involvement and openness. Stakeholders' knowledgeenters the �rm easier and more intense, up to the point that stakeholders beomepart of the proess of organisational deision-making. The aspets of the innova-tive �rm enable organisations already to realise their innovations using knowledgeand expertise of its employees, through the ultural hange of partiipation anddemoratisation. They are neessary preonditions for the \knowledge" �rm thatharaterises the 2000's.From a poliy perspetive, organisations that want to make the omplex on-ept of sustainability a part of their business need to understand that sustainabilityno longer is pereived as an ahievable goal, but as a ontinuing proess of im-provement, requiring onstant e�ort; they have to adopt the onstrut oriented59



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationapproah, and a relative, dynami perspetive. Dealing with sustainability fromthe old perspetive does not synhronise an organisation's ativities onerningsustainability with the present state of the sustainability disussion. Beause thenew approah towards sustainability reognises ontinuous hanges of the worldand takles urrent sustainability problems, organisations are fored to work withontinuous learning. In the oming deade, knowledge is the power instrumentfor shaping the sustainability disussion within the organisational ontext. Thesustainability disussion also has to aknowledge that the expliit reognition ofloal harateristis plays an essential role. The disussion already developed to apoint where sustainability is regarded as an issue relative to the present situationin time, onsidering the dynamis of the world; a point where sustainability isapproahed pragmatially and realistially.The adoption of a loal perspetive, omplementary to the already presentglobal perspetive, is only the next step of inreasing omplexity in the sustaina-bility disussion, improving its auray both in oneptualisation and in ation,requiring the aquisition of more profound and detailed knowledge. The implia-tion of this new, bottom up ourse of the sustainability disussion is the expliitreognition that sustainability onerns loal ontexts, on both the theoretial andpratial plane, providing a more �ne-grained perspetive on the omplex topi ofsustainability, and involving more detailed knowledge. De�nitions of sustainabilityneed to take aspets of loality into aount in some form or another. Sustain-ability poliies, reports, guidelines, or indiator lists need to inorporate loalmeasures in order to fully ontain the issue of sustainability. With this new pathfor the sustainability disussion, knowledge is again the deisive fator (MElroy,2003).Following the expeted ourse of the sustainability disussion, organisations arefored to install new organisational funtions that deal with loal harateristis.In aordane with the referene timeline, this new path of the sustainabilitydisussion demands hanges of the organisation's struture, onerning dialogueand transpareny. Dealing with loal harateristis requires organisations to beable to detet, proess, and at upon developments at the loal level. Again, thenew ourse of sustainability implies a further deepening of knowledge. Within anorganisational ontext, the developments up to now hanged sustainability froman organisational goal into an integral part of organisational proesses, demandingonstant e�ort and learning. The new path of the sustainability disussion seemsto bring nothing less. As a proess of learning and knowledge reation at the levelof the human individual as well as at the level of the organisation, innovation willeven stronger be the real sustainable fator in the organisational ontext. Thisnew role of innovation is apture in the onept we label as sustainable innovation.2.4 Innovation and sustainability vs. sustainableinnovationIn this setion, the two disussed onepts of innovation and sustainability are ag-gregated into the ompound onept. We desribe how the two onepts are on-neted and together form the aggregate of sustainable innovation. In our researh,60



2.4. Innovation and sustainability vs. sustainable innovationwe do not adopt the ommonly hosen tehnologial approah of sustainable in-novation (see for instane STW, 2004). This does not mean that we onsidertehnology to be unimportant in relation to sustainable innovation. Moreover,we hold human behaviour and human deision making to be a determinant ofsustainable innovation in addition to tehnologial hoies (also see hapter 1).Based on our disussions in setion 2.2 and 2.3 and our disussion in hapter 1,we identify the fator knowledge to be the linking pin between the two onepts.The onepts of knowledge of sustainability and sustainability of knowledge havea entral position. However, in making the onnetion between innovation andsustainability some problems emerge. Therefore, next to onneting sustainabi-lity and innovation, we also pinpoint the problems that emerge from aggregatinginnovation and sustainability into sustainable innovation.From our de�nitions, onstruting the aggregate onept of sustainable inno-vation implies the attribution of the sustainability onept to the arti�ial systeminnovation. In other words, innovation is asribed the harateristi of operatingin balane with its environment. In setion 2.2, we identi�ed the organisationalontext to be innovation's natural ontext.However logial the attribution of sustainability to innovation now seems, itbrings forth three fundamental problems. The �rst problem relates to the ear-lier identi�ed ambiguity that surrounds the innovation onept. Do we onsiderthe innovation proess or the outome of this proess when we use the term sus-tainable innovation? And what are the impliations of pereiving innovation as aproess or as an outome? A seond problem we identify onerning the asriptionof sustainability to innovation relates to the position knowledge has with respetto the onept of sustainability. In our disussion in setion 2.3, we positionedsustainability as a learning onept, earlier denoted as sustainability of knowledge(see hapter 1); knowledge also takes a entral position with regards to sustain-ability. Additionally, from setion 2.3 we dedue that sustainability builds uponthe three pillars of people, planet, and pro�t. Although people is a fator withinthe disussion on sustainability, knowledge has not been given an expliit rolewithin the sustainability disussion, not onerning oneptualisations nor on-erning operationalisations. The third problem relates to the role knowledge haswithin innovation proesses. Earlier, we identi�ed knowledge to be the key fatorof innovation. Innovation was postulated as a problem-solving proess, of whihin- and outputs are knowledge and in whih knowledge reation takes plae. Withthe attribution of sustainability to innovation, the in- and outputs of innovationare onsidered in relation to its environment. For knowledge is both an input andan output of innovation, the question to ask is how the attribution of sustainabilityto innovation relates to the role knowledge plays within innovation, leading to theonept we identi�ed as knowledge of sustainability in hapter 1.Hene, in order to onstrut the aggregate onept of sustainable innovation,we need to larify these three identi�ed problems. Most importantly, the role ofknowledge within sustainable innovation must be spei�ed. Therefore, we startthis setion by disussing the problems underlying the aggregation of innovationand sustainability into sustainable innovation. First, we address the usage of inno-vation as a state and as a proess in relation to sustainable innovation. Seond, thelaking notion of knowledge within the sustainability disussion is treated, along61



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationwith the impat knowledge has onerning the aggregate of sustainable innovation.Third, we elaborate on the role of knowledge within sustainable innovation. Weidentify a model that spei�es the role of knowledge within sustainable innova-tion and thereby the interdependenies between knowledge of sustainability andsustainability of knowledge.2.4.1 Innovation as a state or a proessAs indiated in hapter 1, the attribution of sustainability to innovation impliesthat the arti�ial system labelled innovation, has to exist in balane with its en-vironment. In priniple, this attribution is valid, for it omplies to our notion ofsustainability as an attribute of an arti�ial system. However, from our disussionon innovation in setion 2.2, it is lear that the onept innovation is ambiguous.It either refers to a proess of introduing something new into an existing situation(we labelled this innovation proess), or it refers to the outome of this proess (welabelled this innovation). In order to speify the onept of sustainable innovation,this ambiguity returns. To resolve this ambiguity, we need to speify what the at-tribution of sustainability to innovation means. In other words, does sustainableinnovation imply that sustainability is attributed to innovation as a proess or toinnovation as a state? Or, need we onsider both meanings onerning this attri-bution? And, what are the onsequenes of hoosing one of these three optionswith regards to the meaning of the aggregate onept of sustainable innovation?We argue that the attribution of sustainability to innovation only makes sensewhen both meanings of innovation are taken into the equation. Stronger, we laimthat the onstrution of the aggregate onept of sustainable innovation takingonly one side of innovation into onsideration is not possible. We build upon anearlier disussion by MElroy (2003). He also reognises the distintion betweeninnovation as a state, and innovation as a proess; he labels the former innovationin the \produt sense", and the latter innovation in the \proess sense" (MElroy,2003, p.125,126). Using this distintion, MElroy argues that sustainability inno-vation only is a meaningful onept when both meanings of the term innovation areonsidered. Asribing sustainability to innovation, onsidering innovation eitheras a state or as a proess, immediately results in a situation in whih the oppositemeaning also omes into play. We explain this laim, attributing sustainability�rst to innovation as a state, and seond to innovation as a proess.Attributing sustainability to innovation seen as a state, onerns the attribution ofsustainability to the outome of a proess that introdues something new within aunit of adoption. In other words, the newly reated situation of the unit of adoptionis asribed the attribute of sustainability from the perspetive of innovation as astate. In priniple, this asription is equal to the statement that the unit ofadoption is sustainable.Asribing sustainability to innovation pereived as a state, omplies with ournotion of sustainability being attributable to arti�ial systems, for the unit ofadoption is an arti�ial system. We de�ned the unit of adoption as a multi-atorsystem. Whih ator does and whih ator does not belong to this multi-atorsystem is determined during the proess of introduing something new within the62



2.4. Innovation and sustainability vs. sustainable innovationunit of adoption. The seletion of the system boundaries of the unit of adoptionare a produt of human hoie.The meaning we asribe to the attribution of sustainability to innovation asa state, follows from our pereption of sustainability: the existene of an balanebetween an arti�ial system and its environment. From our de�nition of innova-tion this attribution involves the result of an innovation proess; the newly reatedsituation of a unit of adoption. Hene, the attribution of sustainability to inno-vation as a state, equals attributing sustainability to this new situation of a unitof adoption. The hanges and strutures of the unit of adoption are suh that anbalane with its environment exists.From our disussion on sustainability in setion 2.3, the attribution of sustain-ability to the new situation of a unit of adoption goes further than just existingin balane with its environment at one point in time. As shown in setion 2.3,the attribution of sustainability to an arti�ial system implies a relative goal-orientation, a dynami perspetive on the behavioural interation between systemand environment, and the appliation of both global and loal knowledge onern-ing intervention to adjust the balane. Hene, the attribution of sustainability toinnovation seen as a state implies that the new situation of the unit of adoptionenables it �rst to detet problems that hinder its ontinued existene. Seond, theunit of adoption is apable to adapt to internal and external hanges of the unit ofadoption. Third, the unit of adoption is able to detet general and spei� issuesand translate general priniples into spei� implementations. In other words, thenew situation of the unit of adoption is suh that the unit of adoption is able toadapt and innovate. The unit of adoption has been provided with the tools �rst tobeome sustainable at this moment, and seond to uphold its sustainability in thefuture, i.e. viewing innovation as a proess. Hene, the attribution of the sustain-ability property to innovation seen as a state impliitly means that an innovationproess is installed within the unit of adoption's new situation.Essentially, the attribution of sustainability to innovation as a state synhro-nises with our onept of knowledge of sustainability. In the new state of the unitof adoption, knowledge has been implemented that enables its ators to let theunit behave in a sustainable fashion, i.e. in balane with its environment.In ontrast, attributing sustainability to innovation seen as a proess, impliesthe onnetion of sustainability to proesses that transform a unit of adoption'sexisting situation into a situation in whih something new is introdued. From ourde�nition of the innovation proess, this attribution inorporates the attributionof sustainability to the unit of initiative and the unit of exeution. Similar to theunit of adoption, the systems we label unit of initiative and unit of exeution bothare onsidered to be arti�ial systems. We de�ned both systems as multi-atorsystems. Similar to the unit of adoption, the ators that do and do not belong tothe units of exeution and initiative are the result of human hoie.Semantially, the attribution of sustainability to innovation proesses, impliesthat the system labelled as innovation proess behaves in suh a fashion that itexists in balane with its environment (see hapter 1). This means that the inputsthe innovation proess takes from, and the outputs it passes to its environmentare suh that the innovation proess exists inde�nitely in its environment. Earlier,63



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationwe noted that the normal ontext of innovation proesses is the organisationalontext. Hene, the asription of sustainability to innovation proesses refers toa situation in whih the innovation proess is in balane with the organisation inwhih it is exeuted: the innovation proess does not deplete the soures from itsorganisational ontext, nor do its outputs overload the organisation's drains.On the input side, an innovation proess onnets to an organisation's re-soures. Alloating these resoures, the organisation hooses between assigningthem to its exploitation or its exploration ativities. For an organisation regen-erates its resoures through exploitation, and exploration ativities on a shortterm only onsume resoures, an organisation annot sustain when resoures arealloated to innovation proesses alone. In other words, organisations need to bal-ane their resoure alloation between their exploitation and exploration ativities(Marh, 1991).On the output side of innovation proesses, we �nd the introdution of some-thing new into a unit of adoption. In the organisational ontext, the unit ofadoption onerns �rst, the organisation itself, and seond the organisation's en-vironment (e.g. markets, government, ustomers, etetera). Conerning the or-ganisation itself, the innovation proess' environment are all organisational pro-esses exluding the innovation proess; proesses that perform the organisation'sexploitation ativities. In other words, the outomes of the innovation proessbeome part of an organisation's exploitation ativities. Linking the latter tothe asription of sustainability to innovation as a proess, it is apparent that thesustainability of innovation proesses onnets losely to the sustainability of in-novation outomes: the sustainability of an organisation's exploitation ativities.The attribution of sustainability to innovation as a proess aligns with the on-ept of sustainability of knowledge, indiating the proess of ontinuous knowledgeprodution and integration.From the reasoning above, we onlude that sustainability only has meaning wheninnovation is seen as both an outome and a proess. Only regarding innovation asan outome, immediately onfronts us with the problem that the unit of adoptionin whih something new is introdued, in its new situation is able to innovate. Inother words, the unit of adoption has an innovation proess installed and has learntto adapt to hanging irumstanes. Only onsidering innovation as a proessbrings forth the problem that its outomes must be sustainable as well. Hene,the sustainable innovation onept omprises both innovation as a state and aproess.With this initial exploration of the sustainable innovation onept, we ex-plained that the proess and its outomes are strongly onneted, and sustain-ability only an be attributed to innovation when both meanings of innovationare onsidered. However, we have not addressed how sustainable innovation pro-esses funtion. In this setion, the innovation proess was spei�ed in terms ofproblem-solving (see also hapter 1). As indiated before, we use knowledge asthe linking pin between sustainability and innovation in order to onstrut theaggregate. Before we elaborate on sustainable innovation as a knowledge intensiveproess in whih problem-solving ativities take plae, in the upoming setion weaddress the role knowledge has regarding the sustainability onept.64



2.4. Innovation and sustainability vs. sustainable innovation2.4.2 Knowledge and sustainabilityIn our disussion on sustainability in setion 2.3, we onluded that knowledgeis the deisive fator when it omes to striving to improve an arti�ial system'ssustainability. Knowledge is the resoure to keep sustainable innovation going. Webased this onlusion on the developments we notied onerning the sustainabilityonept in the period we analysed. However, we did not exatly speify the rolewithin the sustainability onept. In this setion we make up for this shortoming.In setion 1.2.1, we posited sustainability as an attribute of arti�ial systemsexlusively. Hene, sustainability is an attribute of human oneptualised systemsthat depend on humans onerning their funtioning. In other words, arti�ialsystems' funtioning is orrelated with the behaviour of the humans on whomthey depend. We argue that an individual's behaviour is determined by the know-ledge he possesses. This statement follows from MElroy (2003), and lari�es thelink between knowledge and sustainability. For knowledge is expressed in humanbehaviour, and human behaviour is onsidered to determine the behaviour of anarti�ial system, we argue that knowledge is a strong determinant of sustainabi-lity. Thus, an arti�ial system's sustainability depends upon the knowledge of theindividuals who determine the arti�ial system's funtioning.In general, literature on sustainability does not reognise knowledge as an ex-pliit fator, although the ommon division of sustainability into the underlyingonepts of people, planet, and pro�t possibly leads to the onlusion that know-ledge is inluded in the fator people. In pratie, this is not the ase. The logialplae for knowledge would be to plae it underneath the fator people. However,onerning both oneptualisations and operationalisations, the fator knowledgeis not expliitly stated in the investigated soures, with two exeptions: Banerjee(2003) and Meppem and Gill (1998).In oneptualisations and operationalisations of sustainability regarding or-ganisations, most referenes to knowledge are in terms of organisational learningor knowledge management. These onepts are inorporated in indiator lists,originating from the question whether organisational proesses and strutures arein plae that failitate training and eduation of employees or the exhange ofknowledge between them. These indiators however, are only remotely linkedto knowledge. Measuring the existene of organisational strutures for organi-sational learning and knowledge management only indiates whether individualsare failitated in their learning and knowledge exhange. They provide no insightonerning the knowledge that urrently drives individuals' behaviours, nor on-erning the diretion in whih this knowledge urrently develops. In other words,the urrent inorporation of knowledge in the onept of sustainability annot beused to determine sustainability.In ontrast to the urrent position knowledge has in indiator lists, MElroy(2003) identi�es knowledge as the key fator regarding sustainability. In whatfollows we build upon the �ndings by MElroy, and explain why knowledge issuh an important fator regarding sustainability.The present disussion on sustainability led to a situation of inreased om-plexity of the sustainability onept. In the urrent situation, sustainability takesa relative approah towards the goal that is to be reahed, whereby hanges ofarti�ial system and its environment are taken into aount. Additionally, the65



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationsustainability disussion bundles global and loal issues in its analyses and inter-ventions. From a knowledge perspetive, this inreased omplexity of the sus-tainability onept requires individuals to possess muh knowledge regarding anarti�ial system in order to make it behave in a sustainable fashion. In hap-ter 1, we labelled the knowledge regarding an arti�ial system's sustainability as`knowledge of sustainability' (see also Jorna, 2006a).Additionally, the inreased omplexity of the sustainability onept requiresindividuals to aquire insights as time progresses, and forget old ustoms thatstand in the way of sustainability; in other words they need to learn (MElroy,2003; Meppem & Gill, 1998).In the ontext of sustainability, learning has two aspets. First, an arti�ialsystem generally is dependent on more than one individual onerning its fun-tioning. This dependeny of arti�ial system and individuals exists regarding onespei� point in time, and regarding di�erent points in time. In the former ase,various parts of an arti�ial system (aspet- or sub-systems) depend on variousindividuals onerning their funtioning; in the latter ase, di�erent stages of anarti�ial system (phase-systems) depend on multiple individuals onerning theirfuntioning (see also in 't Veld, 1975, and hapter 1). Combinations of these twoforms of dependenies exist. In order to overome loal optimisation towards sus-tainability - sustainability regarding only one part or stage of an arti�ial system -involved individuals need to learn from eah other to ensure sustainability onern-ing the arti�ial system as a whole. Namely, interventions within one part of thearti�ial system easily lead to improvements of only that partiular part's sustain-ability, or sub-optimalisations, whereas the sustainability of other parts remainsthe same or even deteriorates.Seond, beause both arti�ial system and its environment are subjet tohange, and the goal that is pursued from a sustainability perspetive is onstantlyaltered, any individual on whom the arti�ial system's funtioning depends needsto develop knowledge in order to ensure sustainability. Alternative onstellationsof the arti�ial system or its environment an be suh that new states of the ar-ti�ial system beome possible or previous states beome impossible. Changinggoals requires individuals to re-evaluate their knowledge in order to overome theproblems that stand in the way to reah these goals. Knowledge that enabledan individual to resolve problems to ahieve a ertain goal before, may have be-ome obsolete regarding the new goal. In hapter 1, we denoted the priniplethat individuals, who determine an arti�ial system's funtioning, need to learnas `sustainability of knowledge' (also see Jorna, 2006a).Above, we addressed the position of knowledge regarding sustainability, and identi-�ed the importane of knowledge within the onept of sustainability. Throughoutour disussion, two key onepts have expressed the relationship between know-ledge and sustainability. Knowledge of sustainability identi�es the knowledge anindividual or a olletive of individuals needs in order to improve a ertain arti�ialsystem's sustainability. Knowledge of sustainability diretly drives an individual'sanalysis and interventions that improve the arti�ial system's sustainability. Sus-tainability of knowledge identi�es the neessity of individuals to learn, in orderto antiipate to hanges in an arti�ial system and its environment and hanges66



2.4. Innovation and sustainability vs. sustainable innovationonerning the goal that is identi�ed to improve the system's sustainability. It alsoidenti�es the need of interventions in ase the learning of individuals is hampered.In this fashion, sustainability of knowledge does not diretly drive individuals'ations onerning the improvement of an arti�ial system's sustainability. In-stead, interventions that results from sustainability of knowledge, trigger learningproesses of these individuals to learn knowledge of sustainability relating to thearti�ial system. In this fashion, sustainability of knowledge ensures that individ-uals an adapt to hanging irumstanes regarding both arti�ial system and itsenvironment.The spei�ation in terms of knowledge of sustainability and sustainability ofknowledge positions knowledge at the ore of sustainable innovation. On the onehand, knowledge expresses the neessary ingredient of innovation. On the otherhand, it indiates the neessity to learn. In other words, sustainable innovationinherently is a knowledge proessing proess.2.4.3 Sustainable innovation: a knowledge proessing pro-essSustainable innovation, or the attribution of sustainability to innovation, impliesthat the arti�ial system innovation behaves in suh a fashion that it exists inbalane with its environment (see hapter 1). This was our initial postulation ofthe aggregate sustainable innovation. Earlier, three problems have been identi�edonerning the attribution of sustainability to innovation. In the previous setions,we elaborated on two problems that emerge from these initial thoughts. First, theambiguity surrounding the onept of innovation onerning innovation denotinga state or a proess, resurfaed. Seond, the relation between knowledge, whihwe identi�ed as the key fator of innovation, and sustainability had not beenspei�ed preisely. The third problem we identi�ed, onerned the e�et thatthe attribution of sustainability to innovation has on the role of knowledge ininnovation. We address the third problem in this setion.We onluded that innovation only is asribed the attribute of sustainabilitymeaningfully, if and only if both a state and a proess view on innovation areonsidered in this attribution. In setion 2.4.1, we showed that the attribution ofsustainability to innovation, taking only one view on innovation into onsideration,immediately brings forth the opposite perspetive. In order to overome thisirularity of the innovation onept, both perspetives need to be adopted.In order to �rm the onnetion between sustainability and knowledge, we ex-plored their relationship further in setion 2.4.2. We onluded that knowledge isa strong determinant for sustainability, for knowledge drives human behaviour andhuman behaviour determines an arti�ial system's sustainability. In addition tothe relationship between sustainability and innovation, we identify two importantfators. Namely, knowledge of sustainability denoting the knowledge neessary toimprove an arti�ial system's sustainability, and sustainability of knowledge refer-ring to the need for individuals to learn in order to maintain an arti�ial system'ssustainability in the long run. The former links to the desriptive orientation ofthis study, empirially investigated in the AVEBE ase (see hapter 5). The latter67



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationonnets to the intervention orientation of this study, whih is used in the Op-tihem Infonet ase (see hapter 6).As indiated before, we argue that knowledge forms the linking pin between sus-tainability and innovation (see also MElroy, 2003), for knowledge was identi�edas a key fator in both. More expliit, in a sustainable innovation proess, themembers of a unit of exeution develop knowledge through their problem-solvingativities, through whih they improve a ertain arti�ial system's sustainabi-lity. We labelled this developed knowledge as knowledge of sustainability. Thisknowledge of sustainability needs to be transferred to the unit of adoption, whosemembers are responsible for the arti�ial system's funtioning. In other words, themembers of the unit of adoption need to learn the newly developed knowledge ofsustainability from the members of the unit of exeution to atually improve thearti�ial system's sustainability. The newly aquired knowledge of sustainabilityabout the arti�ial system enables the members of the unit of adoption to (i) iden-tify problems standing in the way of sustainability, and (ii) intervene in the systemto hange its interation with its environment and thus improve its sustainability.Additionally, the knowledge of sustainability that is transferred from the unit ofexeution to the unit of adoption, also needs to enable the unit of adoption todevelop knowledge to maintain the arti�ial system's sustainability. We labelledthis proess of learning knowledge of sustainability as sustainability of knowledge.From the above reasoning, we onlude that sustainable innovation in fatrefers to innovation proesses that bring forth sustainable innovation proesses intheir units of adoption. This onlusion might seem ambiguous, but it is not.Our onlusion aligns with MElroy's (2003) postulation of humans and humansoial systems as Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) (Holland, 1975). He arguesthat humans and human soial systems by their nature develop knowledge en-abling them to learn from their environment and onsequently adapt to it throughself-organisation. Hene, when an innovation proess brings forth a new arti�ialsystem within a ertain unit of adoption, this unit of adoption will itself learn andadapt to its environment. In ase the unit of exeution transfers knowledge of sus-tainability regarding the arti�ial system's sustainability to the unit of adoption,the unit of adoption learns and adapts to its environment in order to improve andmaintain the arti�ial system's sustainability; a proess aptured in the oneptof sustainability of knowledge.From our de�nition of innovation, we identify the organisational ontext to be thenatural ontext of sustainable innovation proesses. For sustainable innovationproesses bring forth sustainable innovation proesses within their units of adop-tion, and sustainable innovation is a knowledge developing proess, the question iswhether the organisational ontext provides the adequate milieu? Beause sustain-able innovation is a proess of knowledge development, this question is narroweddown to asking whether knowledge management proesses are in plae within theorganisational ontext that support sustainable innovation.Taking a knowledge management perspetive, MElroy (2003) laims organ-isations do not provide the proper environment for sustainable innovation. Hestates that instead of onneting to the self-organising and learning apabil-68



2.4. Innovation and sustainability vs. sustainable innovationities of its members, organisations fore individuals into arti�ial knowledge-making regimes (e.g. innovation departments) versus non-learning or knowledge-appliation regimes (e.g. administration, prodution, sales) (MElroy, 2002b).MElroy argues that organisations should take a di�erent approah, throughbottom-up organisation of its innovation proesses in order to bene�t from itsmembers' innovating apabilities. He desribes this alternative way of organisingknowledge development proesses in his knowledge life yle. The knowledge lifeyle depits the `natural' knowledge development proesses within organisations,whereby the role of the knowledge reating individual stands entral. MElroyde�nes the knowledge life yle to onsist of the two alternating proesses of know-ledge prodution and knowledge integration (MElroy, 2003, p.59). In the proessof knowledge prodution, new knowledge is generated; in the proess of know-ledge integration the newly generated knowledge is integrated into what is alreadyknown. Consequently, during knowledge integration the newly reated knowledgebeomes part of the knowledge that is used in pratie. Additionally, MElroyreognises four variables that denote areas of interest, or riteria that need tobe met, in order to ahieve sustainable innovation within organisational ontexts,regarding the aspet of sustainability of knowledge.First, MElroy (2003) reognises the fator he labels embryology. With thisvariable he refers to the degree to whih individuals are allowed to determine theirown learning proesses. Additionally this area of interest omprises the freedomof organisational members to ollaborate in knowledge developing through the for-mation of ommunities of interest. MElroy states that individuals need to havethe opportunity to ditate their own learning agendas. Seond, he identi�es poli-tis of knowledge as an important area of interest. With this variable, he refers tothe poliies and organisational strutures in plae within an organisation that fa-ilitate or limit knowledge developing ativities. MElroy argues that poliies andorganisational strutures that stand in the way of knowledge development need tobe removed. The third area of interest is intelletual diversity. With this fator, hedenotes the support for plurality of ideas within the organisation. MElroy beliefsthat having insights from multiple angles is bene�ial for sustainable development;new ideas are looked upon from multiple diretions and thus tested for validityregarding sustainability. The fourth and last area of interest MElroy reognisesonerns onnetivity. This parameter refers to the extend to whih the organi-sational ulture supports ommuniation between individuals and groups withinthe organisation. The more the organisation supports the formation of ommuni-ties and ommuniation between individuals, the better the knowledge life yle issupported. MElroy sees these four areas of interest to denote the ritial issues anorganisation needs to address, if its objetive is sustainable innovation. Together,his four fators omprise the preonditions for sustainability of knowledge.Based on the four areas of interest mentioned above, MElroy (2003) the se-ond generation of knowledge management. He laims that knowledge managementthus far has primarily foussed on knowledge sharing and information tehnology.The general ideas are that knowledge needs to be odi�ed and stored in omputers,to enable organisations to keep hold of the knowledge of their employees. MElroyalls this �rst generation or supply-side knowledge management. In ontrast, se-ond generation knowledge management also fouses on the knowledge proesses69



Chapter 2. Sustainable innovationof humans, and espeially their knowledge developing proesses. Instead of ex-lusively fousing on the question how knowledge should be distributed, seondgeneration knowledge management's interest also lies on the prodution proessesof new knowledge. Therefore, MElroy extends the supply-side fous of the �rstgeneration with a demand-side fous within seond generation knowledge manage-ment. Beause his seond generation knowledge management fouses on both thesupply and demand side of knowledge, MElroy laims the priniples underlyingseond generation knowledge management need to be reognised and adopted inorder to instantiate sustainable innovation within the organisational ontext.MElroy (2003) bundles the interventions that are neessary to reate seondgeneration knowledge management within an organisational ontext in his Pol-iy Synhronisation Method. His method is based on two priniples. First, inorder to install seond generation knowledge management one needs to onnetto human learning behaviour. In order to ahieve this, organisational membersditate their own learning agendas. Seond, poliy and design of knowledge man-agement interventions follow from behaviour and not the other way around asis the ase onerning �rst generation knowledge management. Based on theirlearning agendas, organisational members design their own strutures and poli-ies for knowledge development. The interventions that install seond generationknowledge management a�et two dimensions. At the strutural dimension, inter-ventions take plae onerning the diversity of knowledge within an organisation,the onnetedness between organisational members, and the degree of freedom toform ommuniation hannels and ommunities. At the operational dimension, in-terventions take plae onerning the degree of freedom an individual or a group ofindividuals have, to ditate their own learning agenda. Additionally, interventionsat the operational dimension onern the degree of openness of learning struturesregarding inspetion and partiipation, and the aessibility of knowledge withinthe organisation. This researh fouses primarily on MElroy's �rst priniple fromthe Poliy Synhronisation Method: onneting to human learning behaviour (thisonnetion is explained in detail in hapter 3).In the researhed ases of AVEBE and Optihem(see hapters 5 and 6), MEl-roy's (2003) view on seond generation knowledge management and his laim thatthis proess enables sustainable innovation within the organisational ontext isadopted. The previously mentioned preonditions for sustainability of knowledgeplay a role in both the AVEBE and Optihem Infonet ase. The AVEBE ase(see hapter 5) entres around the onept of knowledge of sustainability; sustain-ability of knowledge is the foal onept of the Optihem Infonet ase (hapter6). The priniples that underlie MElroy's (2003) seond generation knowledgemanagement align with our understanding of sustainable innovation as a know-ledge developing proess. However, a note is made onerning the implementationof these priniples. Jorna et al. (2004) argue that interventions at the level ofindividuals' learning behaviours possibly are diÆult to realise in pratie. Theybase their statement on work by van Raaij (2001). Therefore, although the in-terventions desribed in MElroy's (2003) poliy synhronisation method seemplausible, in our researh we take speial are regarding the e�ort needed for itsimplementation. 70



2.5. Summary2.5 SummaryIn this hapter, the three onepts of innovation, sustainability and sustainable in-novation have been addressed. Innovation is a omplex phenomenon, and has beentypi�ed as an arti�ial system, a proess of transformation, a proess of problem-solving, and a proess of knowledge development. This hapter has shown that allfour onnotations are relevant regarding innovation. Subsequently, sustainabilityis brought forth as an attribute to arti�ial systems, a onept in development,and a learning onept involving knowledge. The attribution of sustainability toarti�ial systems exlusively (see hapter 1), inherently transforms sustainabilityinto a fator of human behaviour. Our analysis of the sustainability onept re-garding the period form the 1960's until the 2000's shows that the understandingof sustainability is hanging and improving. This analysis supports the onlusionthat sustainability is a learning onept, requiring not only in-depth knowledge onthe urrent state of a�airs, but also demanding humans to onstantly develop newknowledge. Lastly, sustainability is attributed to innovation to form the aggregateonept of sustainable innovation. Sustainable innovation is desribed as a proessof knowledge development. More aurately, knowledge of sustainability needs tobe developed. Sustainability of knowledge ensures that the development of know-ledge of sustainability is maintained. We build upon the idea of seond generationknowledge management (MElroy, 2003), in order to make the onnetion betweensustainable innovation and the organisational ontext.
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